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Why some people are rich while others are poor is of fundamental interest in social science. Stan-
dard savings theory predicts that people who place a larger weight on future payoffs will be wealthier
throughout the life cycle than more impatient people because of differences in savings behavior. Macroe-
conomic research suggests that this relationship between time discounting and wealth inequality can
be quantitatively important and help explain why wealth inequality greatly exceeds income inequality
(Krusell and Smith 1998; Quadrini and Ríos-Rull 2015; Carroll et al. 2017). In addition, heterogeneity in
time discounting potentially plays an important role in the propagation of business cycles and the effects
of stimulus policies because impatient individuals tend to run down wealth and, thereby, have limited
opportunities to smooth consumption (Carroll et al. 2014; Krueger et al. 2016).
Rich experimental evidence – from the famous marshmallow experiments measuring delayed gratifi-
cation in children in the 1960s to recent research on intertemporal choices to reveal discounting behavior
of adults – points to pervasive heterogeneity in time discounting across individuals, but without linking
this to wealth inequality (Mischel et al. 1989; Barsky et al. 1997; Frederick et al. 2002; Harrison et al. 2002;
Abdellaoui et al. 2010; Attema et al. 2010; Epper et al. 2011; Andreoni and Sprenger 2012; Sutter et al.
2013; Augenblick et al. 2015; Attema et al. 2016; Carvalho et al. 2016; Falk et al. 2018).
Our first main contribution is to document a large association between time discounting of indi-
viduals and their positions in the wealth distribution. This relationship between patience and wealth
inequality is precisely estimated, stable over time and exists through the wealth distribution. Secondly,
we provide evidence suggesting that differences in savings behavior are a driver of the observed associ-
ation as predicted by savings theory.
We obtain these results by combining data from preference-elicitation experiments with high-quality
administrative data for a large sample of about 3,600 mid-life Danish individuals. We use established in-
centivized experimental elicitation methods to measure patience – defined as behaviorally revealed time
discounting – and other behavioral parameters. The Danish administrative data provides longitudinal
information about individuals’ real-life wealth and income as well as detailed background information
relevant for understanding wealth formation (Leth-Petersen 2010; Boserup et al. 2016).
We provide different types of evidence on the association between patience and wealth inequality.
We start by dividing the subjects into three equally sized groups according to their level of patience and
plot the group averages of their percentile rank positions in the within-cohort wealth distribution from
2001 to 2015.1 Over this 15-year period, the group average of the most patient individuals is persistently
1Throughout the paper, when we use the terms wealth rank or wealth position, we always mean the within-cohort percentile
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6-7 percentiles higher in the wealth distribution than the average of the least patient individuals, and the
medium patient individuals are, on average, in between the two other groups in the wealth distribution.
The stability of the relationship between patience and wealth inequality over such a long period is con-
sistent with the notion that it is shaped by deep and persistent underlying forces rather than income or
wealth shocks appearing around the time when patience is elicited.
To assess the importance of the relationship between patience and wealth inequality, we compare it to
how much the position in the wealth distribution is correlated with educational attainment and parental
wealth. Arguably, educational attainment is one of the most important predictors of lifetime inequality
(Huggett et al. 2011), and parental wealth is known to be one of the strongest predictors of individual
wealth (Charles and Hurst 2003). We find that patience is as powerful as education in predicting a
person’s position in the wealth distribution and half as powerful as parental wealth.
We find that the average wealth level of the most patient individuals is DKK 215,000 higher than the
average wealth level of the most impatient individuals in middle age, corresponding to about half of the
median level in the overall wealth distribution.2 Quantile regressions show that the association between
patience and wealth is close to zero at the bottom of the wealth distribution, consistent with the presence
of credit constraints, and increases over the distribution such that the effect at percentile 95 is about three
times as large as the average effect.
We show in the context of a simple life-cycle consumption model that patient individuals are wealth-
ier than impatient individuals at all points in the life cycle due to differences in savings behavior.3 Theo-
retically, wealth is also determined by permanent income, the timing of income, wealth transfers, initial
wealth and risk preferences. The association between patience and wealth could arise because patience
is correlated with these wealth determinants. Identifying the impact of patience on wealth running
through savings is a challenge because of the impossibility of randomly assigning preferences to peo-
ple. We provide suggestive evidence on the role of the savings channel by collecting additional data
to comprehensively control for the other wealth determinants. Arguably, the identified association be-
tween patience and wealth inequality operates through the savings channel if the analysis is successful
in controlling for all other channels. In the baseline specification, including 70 controls motivated by the
rank of individuals.
2At the time of the study, the exchange rate was about 6.5 Danish kroner (DKK) per US dollar. We also estimate discount
rates structurally using random utility models and study the association between this patience measure and wealth. We find
that a one standard deviation higher discount rate implies a decrease in wealth of DKK 38,700-46,900 across the different
models.
3Note that this unambiguous effect of patience does not apply to the within-cohort variation in consumption, savings and
wealth accumulation even in a basic life-cycle savings model. The reason is that patient individuals consume less than impa-
tient individuals early in life, but consume more later in life.
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theory, we find a strongly significant relationship between patience and wealth inequality with an asso-
ciation equal to 3/4 in magnitude of the bivariate relationship. This suggests that the savings channel is
a driver of the strong association between patience and wealth inequality.
We also include additional information about preferences and behavior from the experiment. This
includes whether individuals are present biased or future biased, whether they make non-monotonic
choices in the experiment and to what extent they are altruistic. The coefficients on these additional
behavioral parameters are all small and insignificant at conventional levels in the wealth rank regres-
sions.4 The coefficient on patience becomes even larger and stands out when compared to the role of
risk attitudes, altruism and other behavioral parameters.
Theory predicts that relatively impatient people wish to borrow more and that they, therefore, im-
pose a higher risk of being credit constrained on themselves. This potential effect is important for the
propagation of business cycle shocks and the efficacy of stimulus policy (Carroll et al. 2014; Krueger et al.
2016) and, more generally, for the association between patience and wealth inequality. The association
between patience and wealth rank may be muted because constrained individuals with relatively low,
yet different, levels of patience are unable to run down wealth further and, therefore, end up with the
same low level of wealth. We assess the impact of credit constraints by considering whether individuals
have low levels of liquid assets relative to disposable income (e.g. Zeldes 1989; Johnson et al. 2006; Leth-
Petersen 2010). By splitting the sample into those likely and unlikely to be affected by credit constraints,
we find the association between patience and wealth percentile rank to be small and insignificant for
constrained individuals. In contrast, the association is large and highly significant for individuals un-
likely to be affected by constraints. This evidence is consistent with the theoretical insight that the overall
association between patience and wealth inequality is muted by credit constraints, and it explains why
patience and wealth are unrelated at the bottom of the wealth distribution.
The credit constraint indicator is a crude measure. In reality, people can have differential access
to credit and, therefore, effectively face constraints with varying intensity. The relevant slope of the
intertemporal budget line is then the interest rate on marginal liquidity. To further account for credit
constraints, we use account level data on debt, deposits and interest payments during the year to mea-
sure the interest rate on marginal liquidity faced by the individuals (Kreiner et al. 2019). The slope of the
4The insignificance of present bias may reflect that the experiment is not ideal to identify this type of behavior. Individuals
are on average time consistent in our experiment. This is similar to the results in the related convex time budget experiments
of Andreoni and Sprenger (2012) and Augenblick et al. (2015). The work by Augenblick et al. (2015) and Andreoni et al. (2018)
suggests that present bias is more prevalent in experiments in which individuals make intertemporal choices on "bads" (such
as effort).
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budget line may also vary across savers because some individuals are better at obtaining high returns
on financial assets, as indicated by recent evidence (Fagereng et al. 2018). Therefore, we also control
for historical asset ownership and returns. After controlling for these additional financial variables, the
association between patience and wealth inequality is still strong and precisely estimated.
We elicit the individuals’ discounting behavior using state-of-the-art money-sooner-or-later choice
experiments, which are well-suited for large-scale implementation on an internet platform. A potential
concern is that the elicited variation in time discounting across individuals may simply reflect varia-
tion in market interest rates and credit constraints (Frederick et al. 2002; Cohen et al. 2019; Dean and
Sautmann 2018) because of arbitrage or, more generally, that the patience-wealth rank association re-
flects wealth causing patience. Three pieces of evidence suggest that this concern is not critical. First,
we find very stable relationships between patience and wealth inequality and between patience and the
likelihood of being credit constrained over a 15-year period. This shows that the associations are not
driven by short-term shocks or other temporary variation at business cycle frequency (Dean and Saut-
mann 2018). Second, the strong association between patience and wealth rank remains after we control
for market interest rates and credit constraints. This result is consistent with evidence of “narrow brack-
eting” whereby subjects do not integrate their choices in an experiment into their broader choice set.
Recent evidence of narrow bracketing in the context of our experimental task is provided by Andreoni
et al. (2018). Third, we exploit survey information about time discounting for a sample of 2,548 subjects
from the 1952-1955 cohorts, collected when they were 18-21 years old. When using the crude measure
of time discounting in the survey collected 30 years before we examine the wealth of the individuals, we
also find a quantitatively important and stable relationship between patience and wealth inequality over
the period 2001-2015.
Our study relates to the literature in public finance and macroeconomics documenting substantial
wealth inequality and trying to understand its causes and consequences. This literature shows that
wealth inequality is persistent and considerably larger than income inequality (Piketty and Saez 2014).
Work on understanding the driving forces behind wealth inequality has mainly focused on differences
across people in income processes, earnings capacity, wealth transfers, capital returns and public policy
(e.g. Heathcote et al. 2009; Piketty 2014; Hubmer et al. 2016; Boserup et al. 2016, 2018; De Nardi and
Fella 2017; Benhabib et al. 2017, 2019; Fagereng et al. 2018). A smaller literature on wealth inequality has
studied the impact of preference heterogeneity in macro models (e.g. Krusell and Smith 1998; Krueger
et al. 2016; Carroll et al. 2017). These studies show that even a limited degree of heterogeneity in time
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discounting can potentially generate a significant increase in wealth inequality compared to the reference
case with homogeneous preferences and that heterogeneous time discounting significantly improves the
models’ abilities to match the empirically observed wealth distribution. Our contribution relative to
this literature is that we measure the actual time discounting of individuals independently and link it
to their positions in the real-life wealth distribution. The large association between patience and wealth
inequality provides support for models that incorporate heterogeneity in time discounting to explain
wealth inequality and, more generally, consumption behavior (e.g. Alan et al. 2018).
Our paper also contributes to the experimental literature showing that elicited discount rates predict
real-life outcomes (Chabris et al. 2008; Meier and Sprenger 2010; Lawless et al. 2013; Sutter et al. 2013;
Backes-Gellner et al. 2018). Our study has the advantage that it is the first to combine data from a fully
incentivized experiment with detailed, longitudinal register data on real-life outcomes for a large sample
of individuals. This enables us to provide the new, compelling evidence on the relationship between
patience and wealth inequality.
The next section derives theoretically the association between patience and wealth inequality within
the context of a basic savings model. Section 2 presents the sampling scheme, the experimental design
and the register data. Section 3 presents the empirical results and Section 4 features different robustness
checks. Section 5 concludes.
1 Association between time discounting and wealth inequality in theory
This section illustrates in a basic deterministic life-cycle savings model how heterogeneity in subjective
discounting generates differences in savings behavior leading to permanent differences in wealth levels
across individuals at all ages. It also points to other wealth determinants that might be correlated with
individual discount rates. In the empirical analysis, we include controls for these other determinants in
an attempt to isolate the effect operating through the savings channel.









where u (·) is instantaneous utility, θ is the coefficient of relative risk aversion (CRRA), and ρ is the rate
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of time preference. The flow budget constraint is
ẇ (a) = rw (a) + y (a)− c (a) , (2)
where w (a) is wealth, y (a) is income excluding capital income, and r is the market interest rate yielding
capital income rw (a). Utility (1) is maximized subject to the budget constraint (2), a given level of initial
wealth w (0) and the No Ponzi game condition, w (T) ≥ 0. The solution is characterized by a standard
Euler equation/Keynes-Ramsey rule, which may be used together with the budget constraint to derive
the following closed-form wealth equation (see online Appendix A):











where Y is lifetime resources equal to the present value of income over the life-cycle plus initial wealth,
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Wealth may both increase or decrease when going through the life cycle (higher a), and wealth may
also be negative throughout the life cycle. The wealth equation (3) leads to the following prediction (see
online Appendix A for a proof):
Differences in time discounting across people (ρ) generate differences in savings behavior (c (a) profiles) that
generate inequality in wealth (cross-sectional variation in w (a)), with patient people having more wealth at all
points in the life cycle (a) conditional on the other wealth determinants (Y, γ (a) , T, θ).
This shows that the savings channel generates a positive association between patience and wealth at
all ages. Note that the effect of patience on consumption and savings is ambiguous because patient
individuals consume less than impatient individuals early in life, but consume more later in life.5
Patience may also be correlated with the other wealth determinants. If, for example, patient indi-
viduals attain higher education levels and, therefore, higher permanent income Y, then this creates a
positive relationship between patience and wealth beyond the savings mechanism. On the other hand,
5Note also that the CRRA parameter has ambiguous effects on wealth. A higher θ reduces wealth if r > ρ and increases
wealth if r < ρ. Intuitively, a higher θ implies a stronger preference for consumption smoothing, which flattens the consumption
profile. If the initial consumption profile is increasing (decreasing), occurring when r > ρ (r < ρ), then this increases (decreases)
consumption in the first part of life leading to lower (higher) wealth over the life cycle.
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more education would normally also imply a steeper income profile, which in isolation reduces the level
of wealth at all ages (due to lower values of γ (a) in equation 3). In the empirical analysis, we include
a large set of controls for other wealth determinants in an attempt to isolate the relationship between
patience and wealth running through the savings channel.
In the simple model, individuals borrow and lend at the market interest rate r. In reality, the slope
of the budget constraint may also vary with patience. For example, a large literature has theoretically
and empirically examined the role of credit constraints for savings behavior (Zeldes 1989; Leth-Petersen
2010; Krueger et al. 2016). For illustration, consider the case where borrowing is possible only up to a
certain limit. This credit constraint becomes binding for the most impatient individuals who wish to
run down wealth further, but, conditional on being constrained, wealth does not vary with patience.
In the empirical analysis, we use different measures of credit constraints to examine whether impatient
individuals are more likely to be constrained, and we analyze whether time discounting is associated
with wealth inequality after controlling for credit constraints and other factors measuring the slope of
the budget constraint.
2 Experimental design, sample and data
Our empirical analysis combines experimental data and administrative register data linked together us-
ing social security numbers. This section describes the sampling scheme, the design and implementation
of the experiment and the register data.
2.1 Sample and recruitment for the experiment
Respondents were recruited by sampling individuals from the Danish population register satisfying the
criteria that they were born in the period 1973-1983 and resided in the municipality of Copenhagen
(which is the largest municipality in Denmark and includes the capital city) when they were seven years
old. For people in mid-life, the timing of education and retirement should have the least influence on
the wealth ranking compared to other phases of life and income is arguably a good proxy for permanent
income (Haider and Solon 2006). A total of 27,613 individuals received a personal invitation letter in
hard copy from the University of Copenhagen. The letter invites them to participate in the online exper-
iment taking place in February 2015. The letter informs subjects about a unique username and password
needed to log in to a web page, the expected time to complete the experiment, the possibility of earn-
ing money in the experiment and contact information for support (an English translation of the letter is
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available in online Appendix B.1). The analysis includes the 3,620 of the invitees, who successfully com-
pleted the experiment on the experimental platform and received a payment (13 percent of all invitees).6
Participation rates at this level are common for similar experimental studies (e.g. Andersson et al. 2016
report 11 percent). Sections 2.3 and 4 analyze selection into the experiment.
The online experiment includes three preference elicitation tasks to measure time, risk and social
preferences. Each task is accompanied by short video instructions and comprehension questions. The
three blocks appear in an individualized random order and, within each block, the set of choice sit-
uations is once again randomized. The elicitation tasks involve real monetary incentives. We use an
experimental currency and inform the participants that 100 points correspond to DKK 25 in real money
(USD 1 ≃ DKK 6.5 at the time of the study). At the end of the experiment, the subject spins a wheel
displayed on the screen in order to determine the choice situation relevant for payment. The random
choice situation where the wheel stops is then displayed together with the subject’s decision, and the
points are exchanged into money. Payment is done via a direct bank transfer at the relevant date (de-
tails follow below). The possible payments considering all three tasks ranged from DKK 88 to 418. The
average amount paid out was DKK 245.
2.2 Measurement of patience and other behavioral parameters
We use a state-of-the art experimental procedure to elicit patience, which is based on convex time bud-
gets (Andreoni and Sprenger 2012).7 In the experiment, subjects face a total of 15 independent budget
allocation tasks that differ in terms of payment dates and interest payments. Each one of these tasks is
displayed graphically on a separate screen.
Figure 1 depicts a screenshot of a typical allocation task. At the beginning of each choice situation,
each subject is endowed with a budget of ten 100-point blocks. These ten blocks are allocated to the
earlier of the two payment dates (8 weeks in Figure 1). The subject then has the possibility to move some
or all of the ten blocks to the later date (16 weeks in Figure 1). When shifting a block into the future, the
subject is compensated by a (situation-specific) interest payment. That is, each 100-point block’s value
increases once it is deferred to the later point in time. In the example depicted in the figure, each block
6We also excluded 97 respondents without the required register data information (typically immigrants) or stating gender
and/or year of birth that did not match the register data.
7We use money-sooner-or-later experiments because they are well-suited for large-scale implementation on an internet
platform. The experimental literature has also used experiments with real effort to elicit discounting behavior because they
appear better able to measure present bias compared to convex time budget experiments (Augenblick et al. 2015; Augenblick
and Rabin 2019). More recently Andreoni et al. (2018) show that a sizeable present bias also occurs if subjects allocate "bads",
i.e. payments to the experimenter, in a convex time budget task, which suggests that it is not the convex time budget method
per se that makes the detection of present bias difficult, but the framing of the task.
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allocated at the later point in time has a value of 105 points. The subject thus has to decide how many
of the ten blocks to keep for earlier receipt and how many of the blocks to postpone for later receipt. In
this example, the subject chooses to allocate four 100-point blocks for receipt in 8 weeks, and to save the
remaining six 100-point blocks for receipt in 16 weeks. Deferring the receipt of six blocks leads to a total
interest payment of 6·5=30 points. Choices are made by clicking on the respective block, after which a
horizontal bar appears that can be moved up and down, or by using the keyboard.

















Notes: The figure shows a screenshot of a typical choice situation. Each subject is endowed with ten colored 100-point blocks
to be received in 8 weeks. The subject can move some or all of the ten blocks to be received in 16 weeks. Each block allocated at
the later point in time has a value of 105 points. In the example, the subject chooses to allocate four 100-point blocks for receipt
in 8 weeks, and save the remaining six 100-point blocks for receipt in 16 weeks. To avoid status quo bias, the user interface is
designed such that the subject has to make an active choice. The subject is only able to confirm the decision and move on after
actively choosing one of the allocations.
The choice situations involve three different payment dates, “today”, “in 8 weeks”, and “in 16
weeks”, with combinations of all three payment dates (details are provided in online Appendix B.2).
The compiled list of transactions are sent electronically to a bank for implementation of the payout. Sub-
jects know that the payment is initiated either on the same day, or exactly 8 or 16 weeks later. Hence,
the payment dates displayed on the screen refer to the points in time where the transactions are actually
initiated. It takes one day to transfer the money to the subject’s “NemKonto”, which is a publicly regis-
tered bank account that every Danish citizen possesses and which is typically used as the salary account
(using this account implies that participants do not have to provide account information).
The applied interest rates vary across choice situations. For example, the five choice situations ask-
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ing subjects to choose between receiving payments in 8 weeks or 16 weeks have rates of return in the
interval 5-25 percent (amounting to annualized interest rates in the range of 32-145 percent). This range
of offered interest rates is similar to those used in other studies. In online Appendix B.3, we show that
the distribution of choices made by the participants in our internet experiment is very similar to the
choice distribution in the original convex time budget study of Andreoni and Sprenger (2012) based on
a lab experiment with students. We also display the distributions of structurally estimated individual
discount rates based on four different specifications of a random utility model. The distributions and
individual ordering of the discount rates are very similar, with an average annual discount rate in the
range 39 to 51 percent across the different models. This is in line with the previous literature, surveyed
by Frederick et al. (2002) and Cohen et al. (2019). In our main analysis, we focus on the relationship
between individuals’ positions in the elicited patience distribution and their positions in the wealth dis-
tribution. This relationship is insensitive to the overall level of discounting and is robust to changes in
the discount rates as long as the ordering of discount rates across individuals is unchanged.
We use a simple patience index based on the arithmetic mean of blocks saved for later receipt to mea-
sure an individual’s degree of patience. This index is based on the five intertemporal choice situations









where zi denotes the number of blocks saved in situation i, and where we divide each choice by the total
number of blocks so that φpatience ∈ [0, 1]. We interpret this as an indicator of long-run discounting with
higher values of φpatience reflecting greater patience. Due to the discreteness of our measures (10 blocks
to allocate in each of the 5 choice situations), our index can take values in steps of 1/50.
For the patience measure defined in (4), censoring occurs at both ends of the scale by construction,
making it impossible to detect lower and higher discount rates than those offered in the experiment.
Figure 2 depicts the cumulative distribution of this patience index. It reveals substantial heterogeneity
across the individuals in the sample with the exception of the top end of the distribution where 18
percent of the individuals saved all blocks in all five choice situations. Figure 2 also shows tertile cut-off
points, which we use to split individuals into high, medium and low patience groups in order to be able
to illustrate the differences in outcomes across these groups graphically. As discussed further in Section
4.2, our key results are robust to using other ways of measuring patience with the experimental data,
e.g., using patience as measured by the allocations between t1 = 0 weeks and t2 = 8 or 16 weeks.
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Notes: The figure shows the cumulative distribution of the patience index computed from expression (4) using the
experimental data with allocations between t1 = 8 weeks and t2 = 16 weeks. The vertical lines indicate tertile cut-off points.
Individuals with the same long-run discount rate may accumulate different wealth levels because
some individuals are present biased or have other non-constant discounting behavior (Angeletos et al.
2001). To analyze the role of non-constant discounting, we compute the difference in savings choices
between 0-8 weeks (short run) and 8-16 weeks (long run) for each of the five interest rates offered in
the experiment and take the average of these differences for each individual. According to this measure,
individuals are on average time consistent. About 1/3 of the individuals display no bias, a little less than
1/3 save more in the long-run decisions than in the short-run decisions (“present biased”), and a little
more than 1/3 save more in the short-run decisions than in the long-run decisions (“future biased”).8
We include this information in the empirical analysis.
The distribution of individuals’ differences between short-run and long-run decisions is bell shaped
around zero (see online Appendix B.4) suggesting that this measure could reflect choice errors in the
experiment rather than systematic behavioral biases. Choi et al. (2014) document a correlation between
choice inconsistencies and savings. In the empirical analysis, we therefore also include an indicator
variable for individuals who violate monotonicity by saving more in a choice situation offering a low
interest rate compared to a similar choice situation offering a high interest rate.
8Our finding of no systematic present bias based on the non-parametric measure is confirmed when we estimate structural
❜-❞ models, cf. online Appendix B.3.
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In some of the analyses, we include information about individuals’ risk aversion and altruism elicited
in the experiment. The types of tasks involved in the elicitation of these measures and the visualization
on the screen were made as similar as possible to the ones used for elicitation of patience, resulting in a
risk aversion index and an altruism index going from zero to one, as in the case of patience. Online Ap-
pendices B.5 and B.6 provide additional information about the elicitation of risk aversion and altruism.
2.3 Register data information on wealth and other characteristics
The choice data from the experiment is linked at the individual level with administrative register data at
Statistics Denmark. The register data contain demographic characteristics and longitudinal information
about annual income and values of assets and liabilities at the end of each year for each individual.9
The income and wealth information is based on third-party reports to the Danish tax authorities who
use them for tax assessment and selection for audit (Kleven et al. 2011). For instance, employers report
earnings, government institutions report transfer payments and banks, mortgage institutions, mutual
funds and insurance companies report values of assets and liabilities. The value of assets includes bank
deposits, market value of listed stocks, bonds and mortgage deeds in deposit and value of property as-
sessed by the tax authorities using land and real estate registries. The value of liabilities includes all debt
except debt to private persons. The data contains information about adult individuals (age≥18) over the
period 1980-2015. Wealth accumulated in pension accounts and estimated car values are available as of
2014. Our results are robust to the inclusion of these components, see the robustness analysis in Section
4.2.
The Danish wealth data have been used previously for research on wealth inequality (Boserup et al.
2016), retirement savings (Chetty et al. 2014a), impact of credit constraints (Leth-Petersen 2010; Kreiner
et al. 2019), effects of wealth taxation (Jakobsen et al. 2018) and accuracy of survey responses (Browning
and Leth-Petersen 2003; Kreiner et al. 2015). Wealth inequality has been reasonably stable in Denmark
over the 35-year observation period, with the top 10 percent richest owning between 50 and 80 percent of
wealth depending on the definition of wealth and the sample considered (Boserup et al. 2016; Jakobsen
et al. 2018).
Table 1 provides summary statistics for our respondents (column a) and compares their characteris-
tics to those of a 10 percent random sample of the full population of this age group (columns b-c).10 The
9In online Appendix D.2, we show that results are unchanged when we consider household-level wealth.
10The differences in the table between the sample of respondents and the 10 percent random sample consist of differences
between respondents and non-respondents as well as differences between the individuals invited for the experiment and the
population. Respondents and non-respondents are compared in online Appendix B.7.
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respondents’ median wealth level is somewhat higher than the median of their annual gross income,
while the variance of wealth is considerably higher. People in the bottom 10 percent of the distribution
have negative net wealth. Percentile 95 of the wealth distribution is about five times the median. The
corresponding ratio for the income distribution is less than two, showing that wealth is more unequally
distributed than income. The respondents are slightly more likely to have children and are slightly
more educated compared to the random sample. The distributions of income and wealth are statisti-
cally significantly different from the random sample, but the differences are not large. For example, the
differences in the median levels of income and wealth are 6-7 percent. Income is slightly higher for the
respondents throughout the income distribution, while the wealth distribution of respondents is some-
what more dispersed. Section 4 provides evidence suggesting that our main results are not very sensitive
to the differences in sample composition shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Means of selected characteristics. Respondents vs. 10 percent of the population
(a) (b) (c)
Respondents Population (a)-(b)
Age 37.32 37.31 0.01 (0.82)
Woman (=1) 0.50 0.50 -0.01 (0.44)
Single (=1) 0.28 0.28 -0.01 (0.23)
Dependent children (=1) 0.70 0.68 0.02 (0.00)
Years of education 14.90 14.70 0.20 (0.00)
Gross income distribution
p5 135,745 113,992 21,753
p25 287,472 263,532 23,941
p50 382,997 355,896 27,101 (0.00)
p75 484,463 453,367 31,096
p95 719,754 698,786 20,968
Wealth distribution
p5 -337,615 -234,125 -103,490
p25 93,899 124,101 -30,202
p50 486,006 458,345 27,661 (0.00)
p75 1,066,468 947,205 119,263
p95 2,395,664 2,215,063 180,601
Observations 3,620 70,756 74,376
Notes: Variables are based on 2015 values. The random 10 percent sample of the Danish population is drawn from individuals
born in the same period (1973-1983) and not included in the gross sample. P-values from unconditional t-tests of equality
of means in parentheses. The reported p-values for the gross income distribution and the wealth distribution are from two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for equality of distribution functions. (=1) indicates a dummy variable taking the value
1 for individuals who satisfy the description given by the variable name. Wealth denotes the value of real estate, deposits,
stocks, bonds, mortgage deeds in deposit, cars and pension accounts minus all debt except debt to private persons. The tax
assessed values of housing is adjusted by the average ratio of market prices to tax assessed values among traded houses of
the same property class and in the same location and price range. Gross income refers to annual income and excludes capital




We start this section by presenting evidence on the overall association between time discounting and
wealth inequality. Informed by basic savings theory, we then introduce a large number of control vari-
ables in an attempt to isolate an association between patience and wealth inequality operating through
the savings channel. We also analyze the role of present bias, risk preferences and altruism elicited in
the experiment. Finally, we analyze the role of credit constraints using administrative data with detailed
financial information at the individual level.
3.1 Association between time discounting and wealth inequality
Figure 3 presents graphical evidence of the association between the elicited time discounting of the
individuals and their positions in the wealth distribution, measured by the individual’s percentile rank
in the within cohort×time distribution of the sample (e.g. Chetty et al. 2014b). This measure has several
advantages: by construction it controls for life-cycle and time trends in wealth; it works well with zero
and negative values that are common in wealth data; and it is robust to outliers and unaffected by
monotone transformations of the underlying data. In Figure 3a, we split the sample into three equally
sized groups according to the degree of patience in the experiment and plot the average position in
the wealth distribution of each group of individuals over the period 2001-2015. The group average of
the most patient individuals is persistently at the highest position in the wealth distribution, followed
by the group with medium patience, and with the most impatient individuals on average attaining the
lowest position in the wealth distribution. The difference between the most patient group and the most
impatient group is about 6-7 wealth percentiles throughout the 15-year period spanned by the data. This
stability of the association between patience and position in the wealth distribution shows that it is not
driven by wealth shocks appearing around the same time as patience is elicited and that the relationship
persists beyond temporary variations in wealth at business cycle frequencies.
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Figure 3: Association between time discounting and wealth inequality
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Notes: Panel a shows the association between elicited patience and the position in the wealth distribution in the period 2001-
2015. The position in the distribution is computed as the within cohort×time percentile rank. The sample is split into three
equally sized groups according to the tertiles of the patience measure such that “High patience” includes the 33 percent most
patient individuals in the sample, “Low patience” the 33 percent most impatient individuals and “Medium patience” the group
in between the “High patience” and “Low patience” groups. Cut-offs for the patience groups are: Low [0.0, 0.5]; Medium [0.5,
0.8]; High [0.8, 1.0]. Panel b compares the patience-wealth association to the education-wealth association and to the parental
wealth-wealth association. The subject’s wealth and educational attainment are measured in 2015, where educational attain-
ment equals years of completed education. Parental wealth is measured when the subject was 18 years old. The individuals
in the sample are split into three equally sized groups according to patience, years of education and parents’ position in their
wealth distribution, respectively. Cut-offs for the education groups (years) are: Low [8, 14]; Medium [14, 16.5]; High [16.5, 21]
where the numbers refer to years of completed education. Whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals.
To assess the magnitude of the association between patience and wealth inequality, we compare it to
the association between educational attainment levels and wealth inequality. Huggett et al. (2011) argue
that educational attainment is one of the most important factors contributing to lifetime inequality. Fig-
ure 3b splits the sample into three equally sized groups according to educational attainment as measured
by the number of years of completed education, which range from 8 to 21 years. As is clear from the
graph, the differences between the most educated group and the least educated group and between the
most patient group and the least patient group are almost the same and equal to 7-8 percentiles. We also
compare the patience-wealth association to the relationship between parental wealth and child wealth.
It is well-known from the intergenerational literature that parental wealth is a very strong predictor of
child wealth (Charles and Hurst 2003; Clark and Cummins 2014; Adermon et al. 2018). Figure 3b shows
that individuals with parents in the top 1/3 of the parental wealth distribution are positioned 15 per-
centiles higher in the child wealth distribution than individuals with parents in the lowest 1/3 of the
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parental wealth distribution. In other words, heterogeneity in time discounting and in education are
roughly equally important for individuals’ position in the wealth distribution, whereas parental wealth
is roughly twice as important.
A regression of wealth in amounts (DKK) on the patience index, including age dummy variables to
control for life-cycle patterns, gives a coefficient of DKK 215,000. This coefficient measures the average
effect of moving from the lowest to the highest level of patience in the sample. The increase in wealth
corresponds to about half of the median wealth level reported in Table 1.11
Figure 4 provides evidence on the association between patience and wealth measured throughout the
wealth distribution. The graph shows coefficients from quantile regressions of wealth on patience and
their 95 percent confidence intervals. The average effect of DKK 215,000 is illustrated by the horizontal
dotted line. The association between patience and wealth is close to zero in the bottom 10 percent of the
wealth distribution. This is consistent with the presence of credit constraints, as described theoretically
in Section 1 and documented empirically in Section 3.4. The association between patience and wealth
increases as we move up in the wealth distribution with a point estimate at percentile 95 of DKK 615,000,
which is about three times as large as the average effect.
In summary, the overall association between patience and the position in the wealth distribution is
strongly significant, quantitatively important, stable across 15 years and exists through the entire wealth
distribution except at the very bottom.
3.2 Isolating the savings channel by controlling for other wealth determinants
The bivariate association between patience and wealth inequality in Figure 3 is potentially caused by
higher savings propensities of patient individuals in accordance with standard savings theory, but it
could also exist because of a correlation between patience and other wealth determinants as described
theoretically in Section 1. Identifying the long-run impact of differences in preferences is a challenge
because it is impossible in practice to randomly assign type characteristics to people. In this section, we
provide suggestive evidence on the savings channel by employing a selection-on-observables strategy.
We do this by measuring the strength of the association between patience and wealth in multivariate re-
gressions with a large set of controls for the other potential wealth determinants. Recognizing that other
covariates could matter and that variables may be measured with error, this evidence on the savings
11In online Appendix C.1, we report results from regressing wealth in amounts on individual discount rates. The individual
discount rates are estimated using four different random utility models as described in Section 2.2 and online Appendix B.3.
The association between wealth levels and discount rates is in the range DKK -918 to DKK -720 per percentage point across the
different models. In line with previous experimental studies, we find large variation in individual discount rates. Accordingly,
a one standard deviation higher discount rate is associated with a DKK 38,700-46,900 lower level of wealth.
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channel can only be suggestive. Section 4 reports results from a large number of sensitivity analyses.
Figure 4: Relationship between patience and wealth throughout the wealth distribution
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Notes: The figure plots patience coefficients from quantile regressions of wealth measured in DKK on the patience index and
age indicators to account for life-cycle patterns. Whiskers represent 95 percent confidence intervals. The dotted line indicates
the patience coefficient from an OLS regression with the same variables.
Theoretically, differences across individuals in the level of permanent income and in the time profiles
of income are important for the cross-sectional variance in wealth. In addition, these wealth determi-
nants are likely correlated with patience since patient individuals are more prone to make educational
investments. Figure 5 shows how the position in the labor income distribution differs across the three
patience groups defined in Figure 3. Figure 5a plots for each age of the individuals the coefficients from
a regression of the percentile rank in the income distribution on the patience group indicators, where
“Low patience” is the reference group. The panel shows that the most patient group on average has a
steeper income profile over the age interval 18-40. They start out being lower in the income distribution
than the less patient groups, but at age 40 they are positioned about seven percentiles higher than the
low patience group, suggesting that individuals in the most patient group have higher levels of perma-
nent income. It turns out that controls for educational attainment capture these income differences very
well. Figure 5b plots the patience coefficients from the same regressions when we include 11 dummy in-
dicators for years of completed education. The patience coefficients are now close to zero. This suggests
that inclusion of educational attainment indicators in the wealth rank regressions adequately controls
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for differences in permanent income and in timing of income.
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Notes: Panel a plots coefficients from regressions of ’within-age-group-and-year labor income percentile rank’ on two patience
group indicators (“High patience” and “Middle patience”). The base group is “Low patience”. The definition of the three
groups is described in the note to Figure 3a. Panel b plots patience group coefficients from the same type of regressions, but
this time including 11 dummy indicators for years of completed education. Panel b shows that the patience coefficients are
insignificant, suggesting that educational attainment dummies adequately control for differences in permanent income and in
timing of income. Whiskers represent 95 percent confidence intervals in both panels.
Table 2 shows the impact on the patience-wealth inequality association of including the 11 educa-
tional attainment controls. Column 1 in panel A reports the result from a bivariate regression of the
wealth rank percentile in 2015 on the patience measure.12 The estimate shows that moving from the
lowest to the highest level of patience in the sample is associated with a difference of 11.4 wealth per-
centiles. The association is precisely estimated with a standard error of 1.73, corresponding to a p-value
of significance equal to 6.1 · 10−11. When including the educational attainment indicators in column 2,
the coefficient on patience decreases somewhat, but it is still large with a value of 9.6 percentiles.
In column 3, we include 59 additional control variables in the regression. We control for differences
in income path by including decile indicator variables for the position in the within-cohort income dis-
tribution in 2015 (gross income excluding capital income), for the observed income growth from age
25-27 to age 30-32 and for the expected income growth from 2014 to 2016 obtained from survey infor-
12We focus on the wealth positions at the end of the observation period because at this point in the life cycle, individuals have
completed their education and income is arguably a good proxy for permanent income (Haider and Solon 2006). Appendix
D.2 shows that the results are robust to using a longer time period for measuring the position in the wealth distribution.
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mation accompanying the experiment. We also include decile indicators for school grades motivated by
the fact that cognitive ability is relevant for individuals’ income potential and also correlated with time
discounting (Dohmen et al. 2010).
We include decile dummies for the within-cohort wealth rank at age 18 to capture the potential role
of differences in initial wealth across individuals when entering into adulthood. Wealth accumulation
may also be influenced by transfer payments from parents during adulthood (De Nardi 2004, Boserup
et al. 2016). Under the assumption that the variation in family transfer payments across individuals
is a function of parental wealth, we control for this source of variation in wealth by including decile
indicators for parental wealth measured when individuals are 18 years old.13
Additionally, we include risk aversion elicited in the experiment among the controls. It is well-
known that risk aversion and patience are correlated (e.g. Leigh 1986; Anderhub et al. 2000; Eckel et al.
2005), and risk aversion is theoretically a potential wealth determinant, although its effect on wealth is
ambiguous (see footnote 5). Finally, we also include demographic controls for gender, marital status and
the presence of dependent children.
After including all 70 controls in column 3, the patience-wealth inequality association is 8.5 per-
centiles, which is equal to 3/4 of the bivariate association in column 1, and it is precisely estimated with
a standard error of 1.75. We arrive at the same conclusion, when we look at wealth amounts in panel
B. The estimated coefficient on patience with all controls in column 3 shows a DKK 147,000 difference
between the lowest and the highest level of patience, which is approximately 3/4 of the bivariate asso-
ciation of DKK 215,000 reported in column 1. These results suggest that the savings channel is a driver
behind the large observed association between patience and wealth inequality. Appendix C.2 provides
supplementary evidence supporting this conclusion by showing that the gap in wealth between patient
individuals and less patient individuals increases gradually over the life-cycle from age 18 to 40, and by
demonstrating a positive association between patience and savings propensities over this lifespan.
13We obtain the same result if we confine the sample to individuals where both parents are alive in 2015, see Table A10 online
Appendix D.2. This rules out that wealth differences are driven by inheritance from parents.
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Table 2: Patience and wealth inequality
A. Dep. var.: Wealth, rank (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Patience 11.37 9.59 8.45 9.45 -1.44 11.14 7.72
(1.73) (1.75) (1.75) (1.92) (2.29) (2.41) (2.25)
Risk aversion 2.53 2.45 -2.81 5.31 3.18
(2.04) (2.04) (2.84) (2.70) (2.54)
Present bias (=1) 1.23
(1.33)
Future bias (=1) 2.58
(1.32)




Interest rate on liquidity -1.63
(0.10)
Owned stocks, 2008-2014 (=1) 6.21
(1.56)
Rate of return on stocks, 2008-2014 0.36
(0.54)
Educational attainment No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional controls No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 3,620 3,620 3,552 3,552 1,353 2,157 2,157
Adj. R-squared 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.19
B. Dep. var.: Wealth, amounts (1,000 DKK)
Patience 215 171 147 168 2 192 134
(44) (40) (40) (40) (36) (62) (60)
Same controls as in panel A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Age dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 3,620 3,620 3,552 3,552 1,353 2,157 2,157
Adj. R-squared 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.09 0.01 0.09 0.14
Notes: OLS regressions of wealth inequality on patience. The measurement of patience is described in expression (4). Robust
standard errors in parentheses. Panel A uses percentile ranks in the wealth distribution computed within cohorts in 2015 as
the dependent variable. The interest rate on liquidity and the rate of return on stocks are measured in percent. The rate of
return on stocks is winsorized at p5 and p95. Column 5 reports estimation results on the subsample of respondents who are
recorded holding liquid assets worth less than one month’s disposable income in 2014. Columns 6 and 7 report estimation
results on the subsample holding liquid assets worth more than one month’s disposable income in 2014. The controls for
educational attainment include indicator variables for 12 lengths of education measured in years in the Danish education
system. The additional controls include income decile indicators based on the position in the within-cohort gross income
(excluding capital income) distribution in 2015, decile indicators based on the observed income growth from age 25-27 to age
30-32, decile indicators for the expected income growth from 2014 to 2016 obtained from survey information accompanying the
experiment, school performance decile indicators based on self-reported school grades, initial wealth decile indicators based
on the position in the within-cohort wealth distribution at age 18, parental wealth decile indicators based on the position of
parents in the parental wealth distribution measured within the cohort of the respondent when the respondent was 18 years
old, a gender dummy, a dummy for being single and a dummy for having dependent children. Furthermore, all regressions
include constant terms (not reported). Panel B uses wealth measured in amounts (1,000 DKK) in 2015 as the dependent variable.
The table format of panel B follows the format of panel A with the same sample restrictions and control variables. However,
panel B also includes age indicators to account for life-cycle patterns and only reports the estimation output for the patience
variable.
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3.3 Present bias, choice inconsistency and altruism
In column 4 of Table 2, we include additional information from the experiment about preferences and
behavior as described in Section 2.2. We include indicator variables for whether individuals display
present-biased behavior or future-biased behavior and for making non-monotonic choices in the exper-
iment. We also include the altruism index in the regression. When adding these variables, the patience
coefficient increases from 8.5 percentiles to 9.5 percentiles. The additional behavioral coefficients are
all small and insignificant at conventional levels. As discussed in Section 2.2, the fact that present bias
is insignificant could reflect that the experimental design used in this study is not ideal for detecting
such behavior. Nevertheless, the results show that the elicited long-run patience level strongly predicts
wealth inequality, while risk preferences and social preferences elicited in the experiment play little or
no role for wealth inequality.
3.4 The role of financial markets
Theory predicts that relatively impatient people wish to borrow more. As a consequence, they impose,
on themselves, a higher risk of being credit constrained. This can be important for propagation of busi-
ness cycle shocks and the efficacy of stimulus policy (Carroll et al. 2014; Krueger et al. 2016) and also for
the association between patience and wealth inequality that we study. This association may be muted
because constrained individuals with differing levels of patience are unable to run down wealth further
and, therefore, end up with the same level of wealth, as is described theoretically in Section 1.
To measure credit constraints, we follow the previous literature and construct a dummy indicator
for respondents holding liquid assets corresponding to less than one month of disposable income (e.g.
Zeldes 1989; Johnson et al. 2006; Leth-Petersen 2010). Using this measure, we find a remarkably stable
and quantitatively important association between the individuals’ degrees of patience and their propen-
sities to be credit constrained over the period 2001-2015 (see online Appendix C.3). The stable relation-
ship over such a long period is consistent with the notion of self-imposed credit constraints.
In columns 5 and 6 of Table 2, we analyze the relationship between patience and wealth inequality
for credit constrained individuals and unconstrained individuals, respectively. For this exercise, we split
the sample based on the credit constraint indicator measured in 2014, i.e. the year before we measure
the wealth rank, and estimate the baseline specification in column 3 for the two subsamples. The asso-
ciation between elicited patience and wealth percentile rank turns out to be small and insignificant at
conventional levels for the credit constrained individuals (column 5). In contrast, the association for the
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unconstrained individuals is 11.1 percentiles (column 6) and thus considerably larger than the 8.5 per-
centiles obtained for the full sample (column 3). This evidence is consistent with the theoretical insight
that the overall association between patience and wealth inequality is muted by credit constraints and
can explain why patience and wealth are unrelated in the bottom of the wealth distribution (cf. Figure
4).
The assumption underlying the credit constraint indicator is that some individuals may borrow at a
fixed interest rate, while others cannot borrow at all. Arguably, this does not capture the entire effect of
credit constraints as people can have different access to credit and, therefore, effectively face constraints
with varying intensity. The relevant slope of the budget line is the interest rate on marginal liquidity,
which may vary across individuals. To further account for credit constraints, we compute a measure
of this “marginal interest rate” and include it among the controls in column 7 of Table 2. The marginal
interest rate is derived from account-level data with information about debt, deposits and interest pay-
ments during the year. We impute the interest rate for each account of an individual from yearly interest
payments and end-of-year balances. For people with debt accounts, we select the highest interest rate
among debt accounts as the marginal interest rate. For people without debt, we select the lowest interest
rate among their deposit accounts based on the logic that this is the cheapest source of liquidity. Kreiner
et al. (2019) show that the computed interest rates match actual interest rates set by banks well and that
this measure of credit constraint tightness improves the ability to predict spending responses to a stim-
ulus policy. Details about the construction of the marginal interest rate, its distribution and validation of
the imputation are presented in online Appendix C.4 and in Kreiner et al. (2019).
Recent evidence also suggests that some individuals are better at obtaining high returns on financial
assets (Fagereng et al. 2018), which create variation in the slope of the budget line of savers. To account
for this type of variation, we compute stock market returns for each individual by dividing the sum of
dividend income and realized capital gains/losses during the year with the market value of stocks. As
returns and ownership fluctuates somewhat from year to year, we calculate the average value over the
period 2008-2014. Besides the stock market returns, we also include an indicator variable for owning
stocks during the period.
In Table 2, column 7, we expand the specification of Table 2, column 6, for the subsample of indi-
viduals who are not likely to be affected by (hard) credit constraints and include the interest rate on
marginal liquidity, the financial asset ownership indicator and the rate of return on financial assets. The
coefficient on the marginal interest rate is precisely estimated and has the expected negative sign. People
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who own stocks are, as expected, more likely to be placed higher in the wealth distribution. Given the
other covariates, the return on assets turns out not to be important for the wealth rank. The inclusion of
the financial variables mutes the association between patience and the wealth rank compared to column
6, but the association is still strong, precisely estimated and comparable in magnitude to the baseline
specification in column 3. Since patient individuals are likely to face low interest rates on loans because
they have accumulated a high level of wealth, the estimate in column 7 may be a lower bound for the
relevant association between patience and wealth inequality.
The empirical findings in this section are also relevant for concerns about whether differences in
elicited time discounting simply reflect variation in real-life market interest rates facing the individuals
participating in the experiment rather than their time preferences (Frederick et al. 2002, Krupka and
Stephens 2013, Dean and Sautmann 2018). For example, Dean and Sautmann (2018) suggest that shocks
to income in a developing-country context can affect the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution
elicited experimentally, implying that an experimental measure may not uncover differences in inherent
discounting behavior of the participants. Our findings of stable relationships between patience and
wealth inequality and patience and credit constraint propensity over a 15-year period are, however,
difficult to reconcile with explanations based on shocks or other temporary variation in income and
wealth at business cycle frequency.
Likewise, the fact that patience significantly predicts the wealth percentile rank after controlling for
market interest rates and asset returns suggests that the patience-wealth rank relationship is not simply
driven by arbitrage. This finding is consistent with the view that experimentally elicited discount rates
contain – due to narrow bracketing – relevant information about individuals’ subjective time discount-
ing. This complements other evidence about narrow bracketing in the experimental literature showing
that subjects do not integrate their choices in the experiment into their broader choice sets. For example,
recent evidence by Andreoni et al. (2018) shows that subjects do not arbitrage against market interest
rates when making intertemporal allocations of cash in experiments.
4 Importance of reverse causality, selection and measurement
This section presents a series of robustness checks. First, we reproduce the association between patience
and wealth inequality using survey information about time discounting for individuals surveyed in
the 1970s. This addresses the pertinent question of whether it is important for our key results that
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individual time discounting in the experiment is measured at the end of the observation period for the
wealth data obtained from the administrative registries. Second, we show that the results are robust to
the measurement of patience and wealth and to selection into participating in the experiment.
4.1 Association between a survey measure of patience in early adulthood and wealth in-
equality three decades later
This section uses data from the Danish Longitudinal Survey of Youth (DLSY). The DLSY survey con-
tains a crude measure of time discounting collected in 1973 for a sample consisting of 2,548 individuals
from the 1952-1955 cohorts.14 The survey data is merged with administrative records covering the same
period as the core analysis. In this way, we examine whether an alternative measure of time discount-
ing, collected when individuals in the survey are 18-21 years old, is predictive of future inequality in
wealth when they are about 45-60 years old. The respondents in the 1973 survey were asked, among
other things, the following question: If given the offer between the three following jobs, which one would you
choose? (i) A job with an average salary from the start. (ii) A job with low salary the first two years but high
salary later. (iii) A job with very low salary the first four years but later very high salary. We interpret this
question about the preference over the timing of income streams as a proxy for time discounting, where
respondents answering (iii) are the most patient and respondents answering (i) are the least patient. This
aligns with the interpretation of the money-sooner-or-later experiments to elicit time discounting. We
also asked this survey question to a subsample of the participants in the experiment. For this group, we
observe a strong correlation between the survey-based measure of patience and patience elicited in the
incentivized experiment (see online Appendix D.1).
Figure 6 replicates Figure 3 for the DLSY sample. Figure 6a shows the average position in the wealth
distribution in the period 2001-2015 for each of the three patience groups defined by the three answers
to the survey question in the DLSY sample in 1973. The most patient group of individuals is consistently
at the highest position in the wealth distribution, followed by the group with medium patience and
with the least patient individuals on average attaining the lowest position. The difference in the average
wealth rank position of the most patient and the least patient is about 7-8 wealth percentiles. Figure 6b
compares the predictive power of the early-adulthood survey measure of patience and the education
level of the individuals observed in the register data.15 It shows that the association between patience
14For details, see https://dlsy.sfi.dk/dlsy-in-english/. 82 percent of the sample belongs to the 1954 cohort, while the rest are
recruited from the 1952, 1953, and 1955 cohorts.
15We cannot compare the patience-wealth rank association to the association between parental wealth position and child
wealth position as in Figure 3b for the DLSY survey sample because the respondents are born before 1960 when the identity of
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and wealth inequality is about the same size as the association between education and wealth inequality.
The persistence, magnitude and size relative to education resemble the pattern observed in Figure 3.
Figure 6: Patience in 1973, educational attainment and wealth inequality
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Notes: Panel a shows the association between time discounting elicited in the Danish Longitudinal Survey of Youth (DLSY) in
1973 and the position in the wealth distribution in the period 2001-2015. The position in the wealth distribution is computed as
the percentile rank in the sample. The three groups are defined based on the answers to the question: If given the offer between
the three following jobs, which one would you choose? (i) A job with an average salary from the start. (ii) A job with low salary the first two
years but high salary later. (iii) A job with very low salary the first four years but later very high salary. 664 respondents preferred a
flat income profile “Low patience”, 1,157 preferred a steeper profile “Medium patience”, and 727 preferred the steepest profile
“High patience”. Panel b compares the patience-wealth association to the education-wealth association. The subject’s wealth
and educational attainment is measured in 2001. Educational attainment equals years of completed education. The individuals
in the sample are split into three groups according to patience and years of education. The division by patience is the same as in
panel a. For education, three equally sized groups are defined based on years of education. Cut-offs for the education groups
(years): Low [8, 13]; Medium [13, 14.5]; High [14.5, 22] where the numbers refer to years of completed education. Whiskers
represent 95% confidence intervals.
Table 3 presents regressions of wealth percentile ranks on dummy variables for the DLSY patience
groups. Column 1 shows results from a regression without control variables included, corresponding
to the association between patience and wealth inequality reported in Figure 6b. The standard errors
of the regression estimates show that the differences between the low patience group and the medium
and high patience groups are significant at the one percent level. Column 2 includes dummy indicators
for the number of years of completed education, income decile indicators, decile indicators for initial
wealth measured in 1983 (first occurrence of individual-level wealth data) and demographic controls.
most parents is missing in the register data. The link between parents and children exists for all cohorts born in 1960 and later.
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Including the controls mutes the patience coefficients, but the high patience group parameter is still
sizable and significant at a five percent level. Columns 3 and 4 report the result from running the same
regressions with the level of wealth in amounts as outcome variable. The results show that the most
patient individuals in the survey have close to DKK 200,000 more wealth than the impatient individuals
and about DKK 110,000 more wealth when we condition on all the control variables. These associations
are of the same magnitude as the findings in columns 1 and 3 of panel B in Table 2.
In summary, the results from using a measure of patience elicited early in the life cycle confirms
the findings from the core analysis based on experimental elicitation of time discounting that relatively
patient individuals are consistently positioned higher in the wealth distribution. This suggests that the
patience-wealth rank association is not driven by a causal relationship going from wealth to patience
or driven by shocks, affecting both patience and wealth, appearing around the time when patience is
elicited.
Table 3: Patience in 1973 and position in the wealth distribution, 2001
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dep. var.: Wealth Rank Rank 1,000 DKK 1,000 DKK
Patience, high 7.71 3.24 194 112
(1.54) (1.51) (46) (45)
Patience, medium 3.49 1.54 93 55
(1.34) (1.30) (71) (58)
Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 2,546 2,546 2,546 2,546
Adj. R-squared 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.03
Notes: OLS regressions. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The regressions are based on 2001, which is the first year in
Figure 6a. By then, the individuals in the DLSY sample (born 1952-1955) were in their mid-lifes such that it is comparable to the
scenario in our core analysis. The dependent variable in columns 1-2 is the percentile rank in the wealth distribution computed
within cohorts, whereas the dependent variable in columns 3-4 is wealth measured in amounts (1,000 DKK). Dummies for
medium and high patience are included in the regressions, low patience is the reference group. The patience groups are based
on the time discounting question in DLSY, see notes to Figure 6. The controls include year indicators for educational attainment,
income decile indicators based on the position in the gross income (excluding capital income) distribution, initial wealth decile
indicators based on the position in the wealth distribution in 1983, a gender dummy, a dummy for being single and a dummy
for having dependent children. Furthermore, all regressions include constant terms (not reported). Two observations are
dropped because of missing wealth data in 1983.
4.2 Measurement and selection
Appendix D.2 provides a large number of robustness analyses showing that the results are robust to
different ways of measuring patience in the experiment, various ways of controlling for shocks and ed-
ucation, different specifications of wealth and selection into participating in the experiment. The results
are described below.
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Our patience measure is based on the subset of choice situations where the subjects are asked to
choose between payouts 8 and 16 weeks from the experiment date. As described in Section 2, we also
confronted subjects with trade-offs that involved payouts made as soon as possible after the experiment,
where the delay only pertained to the time required to administer the transfer to the participant’s account
(one day). It is possible from the experiment to construct patience measures based on all combinations
of the payment dates that we exposed subjects to (“today”, “in 8 weeks” and “in 16 weeks”). It turns out
that the parameter estimates on patience are very similar across the different combinations of payment
dates.
About 19 percent of the sample consistently postpone payments in the intertemporal choice situa-
tions, cf. Figure 2. In order to verify that individuals who always postpone payments do not drive
our main result, we re-estimate the association between patience and wealth with and without controls
on a subsample omitting these individuals. The association becomes somewhat smaller, but it is still
quantitatively important and strongly significant. Finally, we estimate discount rates structurally using
a random utility model. In order to make the scale comparable to our patience index, we rank the es-
timated discount rates and use the discount rate rank as a regressor. With this measure, moving from
the least patient to the most patient individual in the sample is associated with an increase of close to 11
rank points in the wealth distribution, which is similar to the association reported in column 1 of Table
2.
The tax assessed values of houses used to compute individual wealth may be somewhat below mar-
ket values. To account for this potential bias, we adjust the values by the average ratio of market prices
to tax assessed values among traded houses of the same property class and in the same location and
price range following Leth-Petersen (2010). The overall association between patience and wealth in-
equality is nearly unchanged after this adjustment. The wealth data including housing and financial
wealth are consistently third-party reported for a long period of time. However, they lack two compo-
nents of wealth that are potentially important for assessing wealth inequality, namely the value of cars
and the value of wealth accumulated in pension accounts. Data documenting these two components
have recently become available, but only from 2014 onwards. The inclusion of car values has almost no
effect, while the inclusion of pension wealth slightly mutes the association between patience and wealth
inequality. However, in all cases, the estimates are within two standard errors of the estimate obtained
with the baseline specification in Table 2. Measuring wealth at the household level instead of at the indi-
vidual level also leaves the association between patience and position in the wealth distribution almost
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unchanged. We also examine differences in financial wealth. For this narrower wealth concept, we find
a larger association with patience compared to the broad wealth measure.
To explore the potential role of shocks and other transitory variations in the measurement of wealth
and income, we compute three-, five- and seven-year averages for each of these variables and re-estimate
the wealth rank regressions. The coefficient on patience is essentially identical across these cases. We
obtain the same conclusion if we, as an alternative way to reduce the importance of shocks, consider
subsamples of subjects who have lived in stable relationships (no spouse or same spouse) and not expe-
rienced unemployment shocks or health shocks for a long period before the elicitation of patience. We
reach the same conclusion in another sensitivity analysis where we confine the sample to individuals
where both parents are alive in 2015, thereby ruling out that wealth differences are driven by inheritance
from parents.
In the control set, we include 11 dummy variables for years of educational attainment. To allow for
the possibility of variation in returns across educations with the same length, for example comparative
literature studies, economics and physics, we conduct sensitivity analyses where we include more de-
tailed education controls. The expanded educational control set did not change the estimated effect of
patience on wealth in any important way.
Only a fraction of the subjects whom we invited to participate in the experiment accepted the invi-
tation. This potentially implies that our sample is selected and not representative of the population at
large. To address this issue, we re-estimate the key associations between patience and wealth inequality
using propensity score weighting, where the propensity scores are estimated using register data infor-
mation about participants and the population at large: year indicators for educational attainment, decile
indicators for income, observed income growth, parental wealth and wealth at age 18 as well as age
indicators, a gender dummy, a dummy for being single and a dummy for having dependent children.
We find no important deviations from the baseline estimates.
5 Conclusion
According to standard savings theory, differences in how much people discount the future generate dif-
ferences in savings behavior and thereby wealth inequality. We provide a direct empirical link between
time discounting and wealth inequality by combining data on individuals’ time discounting collected
from a large-scale, incentivized experiment with administrative data revealing the positions of individ-
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uals in the real-world wealth distribution. We document a quantitatively important association between
patience and wealth inequality, which is of the same magnitude as the association between educational
attainment and wealth inequality. The association is stable over time and exists throughout the wealth
distribution except at the very bottom. We find that 3/4 of the association exists after controlling for a
large number of variables capturing other wealth determinants. This suggests that the savings channel
is a driver of the observed association between patience and wealth inequality, consistent with savings
theory.
Taken together, our results suggest that differences in time discounting across individuals play a
significant role for wealth differences and, more generally, point to the potential importance of incorpo-
rating heterogeneous time discounting into models of consumption and savings behavior as originally
suggested by Krusell and Smith (1998) and recently applied by Cooper and Zhu (2016), Hubmer et al.
(2016), Krueger et al. (2016), Carroll et al. (2017), De Nardi and Fella (2017) and Alan et al. (2018).
Our results indicate that elicited patience contains relevant information about the cross-sectional
ordering of subjects’ time discounting which is predictive of their positions in the wealth distribution.
Therefore, making a direct link between experimentally elicited discounting behavior and the discount
rates entering models of aggregate savings behavior would appear to be a natural next step. However,
taking this step is likely to be a challenge in practice. As is well-known in the experimental literature
(Frederick et al. 2002), discount rates elicited under relatively small stakes are typically much larger than
discount rates that are implied by aggregate models of discounting. However, insofar as the ordering of
patience derived from small stake choice tasks is the same as it would be in a setting with large stakes,
the experiments can credibly elicit the ordering of individuals in terms of their discounting behavior, as
done in our analyses.
Our study also contributes to inequality research at a broader level. Most studies aiming at ex-
plaining inequality assume homogenous preferences/behavior and focus on differences across people
in innate abilities, realization of income shocks, transfer payments and related components entering the
budget constraint. Our finding that elicited time discounting predicts large, systematic differences in
income profiles and wealth accumulation across people suggests that heterogeneity in preferences also
has a role to play in the formation of inequality.
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A.1 Derivation of equation (3)








and the transversality condition w (T) = 0. By integrating the flow budget constraint (2), we obtain the
following intertemporal budget constraint











By evaluating (6) at a = T and using w (T) = 0 in the optimum, we obtain
Y ≡ w (0) +
ˆ T
0




By integrating (5), we obtain
c (a) = c (0) e
r−ρ
θ a, (7)
which is substituted into the above equation in order to get






By solving the integral and isolating c (0), we obtain
c (0) = Y (0)







Next, we substitute equation (7) into (6), which gives





y (τ) e−rτdτ − c (0)
θ










and we use expression (8) to substitute for c (0), which gives














Finally, this equation is rewritten to (3) by using the definition of γ (a).
A.2 Relationship between patience and wealth



























Higher patience (lower ρ) leads to higher wealth,
∂w(a)
























where k ≡ ρ−r(1−θ)θ . The function
eka−1
a equals k when a → 0 (which may be seen by applying l’Hôpital’s




a . Hence, the
above inequality is always fulfilled.
B Experiment
B.1 Invitation letter
Below is a copy of the invitation letter (in Danish) and an English translation.
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Figure A1: Invitation letter
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English translation of the invitation letter:
Dear «name»,
University of Copenhagen invites you to participate in a study on the Internet. The study is part of a
research project about understanding the basis for the Danes’ financial decisions. We already know a lot
more about people’s personal financial decisions than we did before the financial crisis, but there is still
much we need to understand - and that is why we are asking for your help.
It takes about 30-50 minutes to complete the study. When you are finished, you will typically receive
prize money, and it will be automatically transferred to your NemKonto. The amount depends, i.a., on
the choices that you make during the study and will on average correspond to a decent hourly wage.
The study is conducted on the Internet. You will consider questions concerning savings and invest-
ments, among other things. The rules will be explained once you have logged in. The study is open for
participation through «date».
The Data Protection Agency has approved the research project, which means that our procedures
comply with the Act on Processing of Personal Data. An important part of the Data Protection Agency’s
requirements is that your answers will be treated anonymously. To ensure anonymity, we have formed
a random username for you. To participate, please log in at the following website: analyse.econ.ku.dk.
Username: «username» Password: «password»
The invitation is personal and we therefore ask you not to pass on your username and password to oth-
ers. Please feel free to contact us if you are having trouble logging in or have any further questions. You
can call project coordinator Gregers Nytoft Rasmussen at phone number 35 33 02 77 Monday-Thursday






B.2 Choice situations for time task
Table A1 presents a list of all choice situations in the time task. x1 is the value of a block allocated at t1. x2
is the value of a block allocated at t2. t1 and t2 are delays in weeks. ‘delay‘ corresponds to the difference
between t2 and t1. ‘annual rate‘ is the annual rate of return imputed by the relative values of the blocks.











Table A1: Intertemporal choice situations
choiceId x1 x2 t1 t2 delay annual rate (%) slope
1 100 105 0 8 8 31.7 -1.050
2 100 110 0 8 8 62.0 -1.100
3 100 115 0 8 8 90.8 -1.150
4 100 120 0 8 8 118.5 -1.200
5 100 125 0 8 8 145.0 -1.250
6 100 105 0 16 16 15.9 -1.050
7 100 115 0 16 16 45.4 -1.150
8 100 125 0 16 16 72.5 -1.250
9 100 135 0 16 16 97.5 -1.350
10 100 145 0 16 16 120.8 -1.450
11 100 105 8 16 8 31.7 -1.050
12 100 110 8 16 8 62.0 -1.100
13 100 115 8 16 8 90.8 -1.150
14 100 120 8 16 8 118.5 -1.200
15 100 125 8 16 8 145.0 -1.250
B.3 Comparing the experimental results to previous work
In this appendix, we compare our choice data from the time discounting experiment to similar choice
data from a related study (Andreoni and Sprenger 2012 [AS]), and we show that estimated discount
rates, using four different specifications of a random utility model, are within the range found by other
studies.
Comparing to Andreoni and Sprenger (2012): Although there are some differences between the bud-
get choice designs and the selected populations in our study and AS, we show that the overall behavior
found in the two data sets appears to be both qualitatively and quantitatively similar. Our patience mea-
sure is constructed using five choice situations. In each of these five choice situations, subjects chose to
allocate 10 blocks between an earlier point in time (8 weeks, i.e. 56 days in the future) and a later point
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in time (16 weeks, i.e. 112 days in the future). Subjects in the AS study faced a series of related budget
choices. They were asked to allocate 100 tokens between two different payment dates in each of these
budget choices. For comparability, we pick the most similar delays in their experiment, namely 35 and 70
days. In addition to different delays and different numbers of blocks/tokens to allocate, the two studies
vary with respect to the subject sample and the presentation format. Specifically, the AS sample consists
of 97 San Diego undergraduates, whereas our study uses data from 3,620 middle-aged individuals from
the general Danish population. In their experiment, subjects were presented an ordered list of allocation
choices with fixed payment dates on each screen. In contrast, we displayed each allocation choice in our
study separately on a new screen. The five allocation choices we use to construct our patience index
were interleaved with other choices involving different payment dates, and they appeared in random-
ized order. Furthermore, we held the value of an earlier block fixed at 100 points, whereas AS fixed the
price of a future token for each date configuration.
Figure A2 juxtaposes the average share of blocks/tokens that subjects postponed to the later date
as a function of the relative gain measured in percent from delaying it. In both experiments, it is as
expected that the higher the compensation (‘gain of postponing’), the more the subjects are willing to
postpone gratification. Importantly, the average behavior found in the the two data sets appears to be
both qualitatively and quantitatively very similar.
Estimating discount rates: Here, we describe the results of structural estimation of individual dis-
count rates. Consider the decision problem from the subject’s perspective. Define a choice situation S
(see rows in Table A1) as a tuple of attributes (x1, t1, x2, t2), where x1 and x2 denote the value (points) of
a block materializing at the earlier point in time t1 and the later point in time t2, respectively. Delays will
be reported in calendar weeks.




d(t1)u(w1) + d(t2)u(w2) ,




(w1 − 10x1) ,
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Notes: The figure shows the average share of blocks/tokens postponed to the later date by the subjects as a function of the
relative gain measured in percent from delaying it. For our data, the gain is calculated as the value of a later block in points
measured in percent of the point value of a sooner block. For Andreoni and Sprenger (2012), the gain is calculated as the price
of a later token in percent of the price of a sooner token.
where w1 = (10 − z)x1 and w2 = z · x2 denote the total number of points allocated to t1 and t2, respec-
tively. Therefore, z ∈ {0, 1, ..., 10} indicates the number of blocks saved to the later point in time. In our
setup, it holds that x1 = 100 points in every choice situation. The slope of the budget lines is thus given
by − x2100 .
In order to make the model operational, we have to assume specific functional forms for the discount
function d(t) and the utility function u(w). We start with introducing our most general specification
and then discuss variants of the model imposing restrictions on certain behavioral parameters. For the







1 if t = 0
βe−ρ
t
52 if t > 0
,
where ρ denotes the annualized discount rate and β < 1 denotes present bias. The utility function u(w)















w1−θ if θ < 1
ln(w) if θ = 1
−w1−θ if θ > 1
,
where θ denotes an Arrow-Pratt-type coefficient of relative aversion towards income fluctuations. We
normalize such that u(min(w2)) = 0 and u(max(w1)) = 1. Note that a single choice situation S only
informs us about whether an individual is more or less patient than a certain threshold (see the rates
listed in Table A1). The fact that we observe multiple choices per subject and that these choice situations
vary with respect to their implicit interest rates permit us to bound the discount rate to an interval.
We estimate four different models:
• Model 1: To be able to compare estimated discount rates with our non-parametric index of pa-
tience, we first restrict attention to choice situations with payment dates t1 = 8 weeks and t2 = 16
weeks. Based on the five choice situations satisfying this requirement, we estimate the discount
rate ρ. As these situations involve tradeoffs between two future dates only, they do not permit
identification of the present bias parameter β. Furthermore, for this specification we also restrict
utility to be linear in outcomes, such that θ = 0.
• Model 2: This model’s specification is equivalent to the specification of Model 1, but we estimate
it on all 15 choice situations in our time discounting experiment. Once again, we restrict β = 1 and
θ = 0.
• Model 3: Like Model 2, our third model is also estimated on all available time discounting data.
However, the specification of Model 3 differs from Model 2 in that it allows for non-exponential
discounting. The model thus requires estimation of the two behavioral discounting parameters ρ
and β. As for the previous models, we assume utility to be linear in outcomes, such that θ = 0.
• Model 4: Lastly, we estimate the most general model introduced above allowing for both non-
linear utility and present bias.
Until now, we have considered a deterministic model. To incorporate the possibility of errors, we have
to make an assumption about the stochastic nature of choices. To do this, we assume random utility with
additively separable choice noise (McFadden 1974, 1981). Denoting Sz as the temporal points allocation
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arising from choice z in a specific situation, the utility of Sz is given by U(Sz) = d(t1)u((10 − z)x1) +
d(t2)u(z · x2). We presume that the utility of a temporal stream of outcomes equals V(z) = U(Sz) + εz,
with εz being an i.i.d. random variable representing error in evaluating utility.
Under the assumption that εz follows a Type I extreme value distribution with (inverse) scale (preci-
sion) parameter λ and z′ 6= z, an individual chooses allocation z if V(z) > V(z′). This yields the choice
probability Prob(·) of allocation z:







We estimate the model using maximum likelihood. The objective function to be maximized is equal to








where η denotes the vector of parameters to be estimated. The first product multiplies over all m choice
situations in S , and the second product multiplies over all 11 possible allocations. Note that the stochas-
tic specification of the model introduces an additional precision parameter λ, which is constrained to be
positive. λ = 0 represents random choice. In this case, choice probabilities follow a uniform distribution
over the 11 possible allocations. Large λ’s, on the other hand, indicate higher precision.
Figure A3 depicts the distribution of estimated annual discount rates for all individuals in our sam-
ple for the four different models. Subjects who always chose to save all blocks in all choice situations
are included. For some subjects, the estimated annual discount rates exceed 145 percent, which is the
maximum discount rate offered in the experiment, cf. Table A1. We set the actual discount rate to 145
percent for these subjects. The distributions are very similar across the four models, with a mean dis-
count rate ranging from 39 to 51 percent per annum. This is in line with the previous literature, for
example surveyed by Frederick et al. (2002).
Models 3 and 4 allow for non-constant discounting. For these models, we find that 45-55 percent of
the individuals seem reasonably unbiased, defined as β ∈ (0.95, 1.05), while 15 percent display present-
biased behavior and 30-40 percent display future-biased behavior, i.e. there is little evidence that present
bias is important. This is broadly consistent with the findings from the non-parametric measure where
slightly more individuals are future biased than present biased.
In Table A2, we show that the ordering of individuals according to level of patience across models
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1-4 is very similar to the ordering according to our non-parametric patience index defined in equation
(4). The table shows the results from rank-rank regressions where the dependent variable is based on
the patience index while the explanatory variables are based on the estimated discount rate from each of
the four models. Across the models, the rank-rank coefficient is in the range 0.84-0.97.
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Mean = 39 percent
Notes: The panels show distributions of structurally estimated annual discount rates. The estimated discount rates are based
on four different models:
Panel a: Exponential discounting. Linear utility. Uses the five money sooner-or-later tasks that involve payments at t1 = 8
weeks and t2 = 16 weeks.
Panel b: Exponential discounting. Linear utility. Uses all 15 experimental time choice situations.
Panel c: Allows for non-exponential discounting. Linear utility. Uses all 15 experimental time choice situations.
Panel d: Allows for non-exponential discounting. Allows for non-linear utility. Uses all 15 experimental time choice situations.




Table A2: Relationship between the non-parametric patience measure and structurally estimated dis-
count rates
Dep. var.: Rank of non-parametric patience, 8 vs. 16 weeks (1) (2) (3) (4)
Rank of estimated discount rate, model 1 0.97
(0.00)
Rank of estimated discount rate, model 2 0.89
(0.01)
Rank of estimated discount rate, model 3 0.84
(0.01)
Rank of estimated discount rate, model 4 0.85
(0.01)
Observations 3,620 3,620 3,620 3,620
Adj. R-squared 0.93 0.79 0.71 0.73
Notes: OLS regressions of the ranked non-parametric patience measure on ranked estimated discount rates from models 1-4.
Robust standard errors in parentheses. All regressions include constant terms (not reported).
B.4 Distribution of the non-parametric measure of non-constant time discounting
We compute the difference in savings choices between 0-8 weeks (short run) and 8-16 weeks (long run)
for each of the five interest rates offered in the experiment and take the arithmetic mean of these differ-
ences for each individual. The distribution across individuals of this difference between short-run and
long-run decisions is bell shaped around zero as shown in the figure below. According to this measure,
individuals are on average time consistent with about 1/3 exhibiting no bias, while a little less than 1/3
of the individuals save more in the long run decisions than in the short run decisions (“present biased”)
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Index of increasing patience
Notes: The figure shows the distribution of the index of increasing patience. The higher the index, the more the individual has
chosen to save in the 8-16 weeks situations (long run) relative to the 0-8 weeks situations (short run).
B.5 Risk task and risk aversion measure
We use investment games similar to Gneezy and Potters (1997) to measure risk aversion. The main
differences to their setup are: (i) that we used a graphical interface to present the investment choice
and (ii) that we varied both probabilities of winning and rates of return across the choice situations. In
addition, like for all other preference elicitation tasks, we carefully explained the task with the help of
animated videos. A typical choice situation is depicted in Figure A5. The left panel shows the initial
state of a choice situation. The subject was endowed with ten 100-point blocks positioned at the very
left of the screen and could then decide how many of these blocks to invest in a risky asset. The (binary)
risky asset, depicted on the right-hand side of the choice screen, resulted in either a good outcome or
a bad outcome. In the example, the good outcome occurred with probability 60 percent (illustrated by
the wheel on top of the risky asset) and yielded 130 points for each invested 100-point block. The bad
outcome occurred with probability 40 percent and yielded 70 points for each invested 100-point block.
The user interface worked in the same way as in the time task.
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A total of 15 choice situations are implemented. They vary in terms of probabilities and rates of return.
Table A3 presents a list of all choice situations in the risk task. ‘vb’ is the value of a block. ‘m1’ is the
multiplier in case the good state occurs, in which case the new value of a block is vb×m1. ‘m2’ is the
multiplier in case the bad state occurs, in which case the new value of a block is vb×m2. ‘p’ is the
probability of the good state. ‘mev’ is the expected multiplier, mev = p × m1 + (1 − p) × m2. ‘msd’
standard deviation of the multiplier, msd =
√
p × (m1 − mev)
2 + (1 − p)× (m2 − mev)
2. ‘mskew’ is




. ‘slope’ is the slope of the budgets,
i.e. the ratio of prices, slope = m2−1m1−1 .
Like in the other tasks, choice situations in the risk task appear in individualized random order. If
the random choice situation picked in the payment stage is a risky choice situation, the subject is again
confronted with her choice. The choice can not be reverted at this stage, however. The subject is then
asked to resolve uncertainty in the present situation. This is done by spinning the wheel on top of the
risky asset. The final payout corresponds to the sum of the safe account and the resolved outcome of the
originally risky account. Payments are transferred directly to subjects’ NemKonto on the next banking
day.
We construct the risk aversion index as follows: We take all choice situations with zero skewness,




Table A3: Risk choice situations
choiceId vb m1 m2 p mev msd mskew slope
1 100 1.21 0.81 0.5 1.010 0.200 0.000 -0.905
2 100 1.41 0.91 0.2 1.010 0.200 1.500 -0.220
3 100 1.11 0.61 0.8 1.010 0.200 -1.500 -3.545
4 100 1.31 0.71 0.5 1.010 0.300 0.000 -0.935
5 100 1.61 0.86 0.2 1.010 0.300 1.500 -0.230
6 100 1.16 0.41 0.8 1.010 0.300 -1.500 -3.688
7 100 1.35 0.75 0.5 1.050 0.300 0.000 -0.714
8 100 1.65 0.90 0.2 1.050 0.300 1.500 -0.154
9 100 1.20 0.45 0.8 1.050 0.300 -1.500 -2.750
10 100 1.50 0.40 0.6 1.060 0.539 -0.408 -1.200
11 100 1.72 0.62 0.4 1.060 0.539 0.408 -0.528
12 100 1.45 0.35 0.6 1.010 0.539 -0.408 -1.444
13 100 1.67 0.57 0.4 1.010 0.539 0.408 -0.642
14 100 1.51 0.50 0.5 1.005 0.505 0.000 -0.980
15 100 1.61 0.60 0.5 1.105 0.505 0.000 -0.656

















where zi denotes the number of blocks kept in the safe account in choice situation i. φrisk aversion is an in-
dex of risk aversion with φrisk aversion ∈ [0, 1]. Higher values of φrisk aversion indicate greater risk aversion,
and a φrisk aversion of zero indicates minimum risk aversion.
B.6 Social preference task and altruism measure
We use dictator games to measure altruism. In each choice situation, the subject (dictator) chose one
out of eleven allocations of points between her-/himself and an anonymous person (the recipient). The
recipient took part in another session of our study, but did not make choices as a dictator. Dictators and
recipients were randomly matched, and they remained anonymous to each other at all points in time.
Possible allocations were displayed using a graphical interface. The cost of increasing or decreasing
the recipient’s payoff varied across the different choice situations. Figure A6 depicts a typical choice
situation as it was presented to dictators. The left panel illustrates the initial screen in that choice situa-
tion with no allocation yet selected. Once the dictator picked the preferred option, a blue bar appeared
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12 choice situations were implemented. Table A4 presents the list of all choice situations in the social
preference task. (own1, other1) refers to the allocation on top of the choice screen, and (own2, other2)
refers to the allocation on the bottom of the choice screen. The budget lines for the choice situations have
slope = other2−other1own2−own1 . The choice situation presented in Figure A6 corresponds to choiceId 4 in Table A4.
Table A4: Choice situations in social preference task
choiceId own1 other1 own2 other2 slope
1 1,050 550 450 950 -0.667
2 1,000 500 500 1,000 -1.000
3 950 450 550 1,050 -1.500
4 900 450 600 1,050 -2.000
5 850 450 650 1,050 -3.000
6 850 400 650 1,100 -3.500
7 800 400 700 1,100 -7.000
8 750 400 750 1,100 ∞
9 700 400 800 1,100 7.000
10 700 450 800 1,050 6.000
11 650 400 850 1,100 3.500
12 650 450 850 1,050 3.000
Like in the other tasks, choice situations in the social preference task appeared in individualized
random order. If the random choice situation picked in the payment stage was from the set of social
preference tasks, the subject was informed about her choice in that situation. The choice could not
be reverted at this stage, however. The subject (dictator) and the other person (recipient) received the
respective amounts in the chosen allocation. Payments were transferred directly to people’s NemKonto.
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We construct an altruism index as follows: We take all choice situations with negative slope (choiceId
1 to 7 in Table A4) and aggregate using the arithmetic mean. We define:
φaltruism = mean (z1, ..., z7) ,
where zi ∈ [0, 1] denotes the allocation (own, other) in choice situation i. zi = 0 is the allocation on top
of the choice screen, and zi = 1 is the allocation on the bottom of the choice screen. Thus, higher values
of zi means giving more to the recipient.
Specifically, (own, other) = ((1 − zi)own1 + ziown2, (1 − zi)other1 + ziother2). φaltruism is an index
of costly altruism with φaltruism ∈ [0, 1]. Higher values of φaltruism indicate greater altruism, and a φaltruism
of zero indicates minimum altruism (maximum selfishness).
B.7 Respondents vs. non-respondents
Table A5 provides summary statistics for our respondents (column a) and non-respondents (column
b) and their differences (column c). The respondents are slightly older, less likely to be single and




Table A5: Means of selected characteristics. Respondents vs. non-respondents
(a) (b) (c)
Respondents Non-respondents (a)-(b)
Age 37.32 36.46 0.86 (0.00)
Woman (=1) 0.50 0.49 0.00 (0.74)
Single (=1) 0.28 0.38 -0.10 (0.00)
Dependent children (=1) 0.70 0.64 0.06 (0.00)
Years of education 14.90 14.17 0.73 (0.00)
Gross income distribution
p5 135,745 98,974 36,772
p25 287,472 234,953 52,520
p50 382,997 341,621 41,376 (0.00)
p75 484,463 434,679 49,784
p95 719,754 655,002 64,752
Wealth distribution
p5 -337,615 -351,123 13,507
p25 93,899 48,894 45,006
p50 486,006 317,455 168,551 (0.00)
p75 1,066,468 800,084 266,385
p95 2,395,664 2,024,448 371,216
Observations 3,620 23,624 27,244
Notes: Variables are based on 2015 values. P-values from unconditional t-tests of equality of means in parentheses. The
reported p-values for the gross income distribution and the wealth distribution are from two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests for equality of distribution functions. (=1) indicates a dummy variable taking the value 1 for individuals who satisfy the
description given by the variable name. Wealth denotes the value of real estate, deposits, stocks, bonds, mortgage deeds in
deposit, cars and pension accounts minus all debt except debt to private persons. The tax assessed values of housing is adjusted
by the average ratio of market prices to tax assessed values among traded houses of the same property class and in the same
location and price range. Gross income refers to annual income and excludes capital income. Wealth and income are measured
in Danish kroner (DKK). The table includes individuals for whom a full set of register variables is available.
C Empirical results
C.1 Association between individual discount rates and wealth levels
Appendix B.3 provides estimates of individual discount rates based on four different random utility
models. Below we display the results from regressing wealth levels on these measures of impatience.
Columns 1-4 show that the association between wealth levels and discount rates is in the range DKK -918
to DKK -720 per percentage point across the different models. Columns 5-8 show that a one standard
deviation higher discount rate is associated with a DKK 38,700-46,900 lower level of wealth.
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Table A6: Relationship between wealth in amounts and structurally estimated discount rates
Dep. var.: Wealth in amounts (1,000 DKK)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Specification: ——Discount rates in percent—— —Standardized discount rates—
Discount rate, model 1 -0.720 -41.5
(0.175) (10.1)
Discount rate, model 2 -0.918 -46.9
(0.192) (9.8)
Discount rate, model 3 -0.845 -43.4
(0.196) (10.0)
Discount rate, model 4 -0.774 -38.7
(0.196) (9.8)
Age dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 3,620 3,620 3,620 3,620 3,620 3,620 3,620 3,620
Adj. R-squared 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Notes: OLS regressions of wealth measured in amounts (1,000 DKK) in 2015 on structurally estimated annual discount rates
from four different models. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Columns 1-4 regress on the estimated discount rates per
se, whereas columns 5-8 regress on standardized values of discount rates. All regressions include age indicators to account for
life-cycle patterns and constant terms (not reported). Model 1: Exponential discounting. Linear utility. Uses the five money
sooner-or-later tasks that involve payments at t1 = 8 weeks and t2 = 16 weeks. Model 2: Exponential discounting. Linear utility.
Uses all 15 experimental time choice situations. Model 3: Allows for non-exponential discounting. Linear utility. Uses all 15
experimental time choice situations. Model 4: Allows for non-exponential discounting. Allows for non-linear utility. Uses all
15 experimental time choice situations. Estimated discount rates are censored at 145 percent in all four models, which is the
maximum annualized interest rate offered in the experiment. As the discount rates used in these regressions are estimated, the
standard errors in the regressions are potentially underestimated. Ideally, standard errors should be bootstrapped. However,
the computational burden of estimating the discount rates is already immense. Bootstrapping with a reasonable number of
replications is therefore not practically feasible.
C.2 Additional evidence on the association between savings and patience
This appendix provides two additional pieces of evidence on the association between savings and pa-
tience. First, Figure A7 shows the relationship between patience and wealth against age in our data. The
points in the graph show the regression coefficients from age-specific regressions of wealth measured
in DKK on patience. The straight line indicates how these coefficients rise with age (the slope of the
straight line is the parameter on the interaction between patience and age in a regression of wealth on
patience and age). The slope is DKK 10,301 with a 95% confidence interval of [DKK 7,396; DKK 13,205],
indicating how patience drives wealth accumulation as age progresses.
Second, we calculate the savings rate across the period 2001-2015, i.e. wealth2015−wealth2001income2015 , as well as the
annual savings rate, i.e. wealtht−wealtht−1incomet , across the period 2002-2015. The results are reported in columns
(1) and (2) in Table A7. Column (1) reports the long savings rate estimate. It indicates that when going
from the lowest to the highest level of patience in the sample then savings are 47 percent of an annual
income higher. Column 2 presents the estimate based on the annual savings rate. The result shows that
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annual savings increase by about 2.4 percent of an annual income when going from the least patient to
the most patient individual in the sample.
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Notes: The points in the graph show the regression coefficients from age-specific regressions of wealth measured in amounts
(1,000 DKK) on patience. The straight line indicates how these coefficients increase with age. The slope of the straight line
represents the parameter on the interaction between patience and age in a regression of wealth on patience, age indicators, and
the interaction between patience and age). The slope is DKK 10,301 with a 95% confidence interval of [DKK 7,396; DKK 13,205],
indicating that the role of patience on wealth levels increases as age progresses. Each age group is given the same weight when
superimposing the straight line.
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Table A7: Patience and savings rate
(1) (2)
Dep. var.: Savings rate Savings rate, 2001-2015 Annual savings rate, 2002-2015
Patience 0.470 0.024
(0.111) (0.009)
Risk aversion 0.201 0.019
(0.131) (0.012)
Educational attainment Yes Yes
Additional controls Yes Yes
Year dummies No Yes
Observations 3,544 49,077
Adj. R-squared 0.05 0.02
Notes: OLS regressions of the savings rate on patience. In column 1, the savings rate is defined as wealth2015−wealth2001income2015 . Robust
standard errors in parentheses. Column 2 includes annual data for the period 2001-2015. Here, the savings rate is defined as
wealtht−wealtht−1
incomet
,where t = 2002, ..., 2015. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level in column 2. In both specifications
of the savings rate, income refers to gross annual income and excludes capital income. Savings rates are winsorized at p1
and p99 within cohorts. The additional controls include the same control variables as column 3 in Table 2, panel B. However,
column 2 in the current table with annual data does not include decile indicators based on the observed income growth from
age 25-27 to age 30-32 or decile indicators for the expected income growth from 2014 to 2016 obtained from survey information
accompanying the experiment. Both regressions include constant terms (not reported).
C.3 Association between patience and the propensity to be credit constrained
Figure A8 displays the association between patience and the two measures of credit constraints described
in Section 3.4. Panel a shows that patient individuals tend to be less credit constrained than impatient
individuals according to both measures. Panel b shows that the cross-sectional relationship between
patience levels and the propensity to be credit constrained is stable over the period 2001-2015. The panel
also shows that the propensity to be observed with low levels of liquid assets generally declines for all
three patience groups over time. This reflects the fact that people in the sample are in the early stages of
their life cycle and accumulate more assets as they grow older.
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Figure A8: Association between time discounting and propensity to be credit constrained
(a) Patience and the probability of being credit constrained
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Notes: The figures show the association between elicited patience and different measures of credit constraints. The sample is
split into three equally sized groups according to the tertiles of the patience measure such that “High patience” includes the
33 percent most patient individuals in the sample, “Low patience” the 33 percent most impatient individuals and “Medium
patience” the group in between the “High patience” and “Low patience” groups. Cut-offs for the patience groups are: Low [0.0,
0.5]; Medium [0.5, 0.8]; High [0.8, 1.0]. In panel a, the white bars show the association between elicited patience and the propen-
sity to hold liquid assets worth less than one month’s disposable income in 2014. The grey bars show the association between
elicited patience and the marginal interest rate in 2014 for the three patience groups. Panel b shows the association between
elicited patience and the share of individuals within each patience group who are observed with liquid assets corresponding
to less than one month’s disposable income in the period 2001-2015.
C.4 Marginal interest rates
Here we present details about the construction of marginal interest rates. We obtained access to ad-
ministrative register data from the Danish tax authority containing information on the value of loans
at the end of 2013 and 2014 for all loans that the respondents held in Denmark. In addition, the data
comprise interest payments during 2014 at the individual loan level. This allows us to approximate the








, where R14i,l is the sum of interest payments on loan l
for individual i during 2014, D13i,l is the value of the loan at the end of 2013, and D
14
i,l is the value of the
loan at the end of 2014. We only include non-mortgage loans and require a minimum denominator in
the above equation of DKK 1,000. The resulting interest rates are censored at percentiles 5 and 95. Our
approximation of the interest rate is exact if the debt evolves linearly between 2013 and 2014. If it does
not, the computation of the interest rate may introduce a measurement error.
For respondents with loan accounts, we define the marginal interest rate as the highest calculated
loan account-specific interest rate. If a respondent only has deposit accounts, we define the marginal
interest rate as the smallest account-specific interest rate among the calculated account-specific interest
rates for that respondent. The rationale is that the cost of liquidity is given by the loan account with
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the highest interest rate if a respondent has loan accounts, whereas the cost of liquidity for a respondent
who only has deposit accounts is determined by the account where the lowest return is earned. Table
A8 shows the distribution of the computed marginal interest rates.
Table A8: Distribution of marginal interest rates
Percentile p5 p25 p50 p75 p95
Marginal interest rate 0.00 0.97 6.25 12.73 22.82
D Importance of reverse causality, selection and measurement
D.1 Comparing patience measured in the DLSY survey and in the experiment
In this appendix, we compare patience elicited with the DLSY survey questions to the patience elicited
in the experiment. We do this with data from a large-scale online study conducted during the year 2018.
4,151 Danes of the cohorts with birth year 1967 to 1986 completed the study. In addition to the DLSY
survey measure described in section 4.1, the study also included our intertemporal choice task with real
monetary incentives. With the exception that there were 100 blocks instead of 10 to be allocated between
two points in time in each of the choice situations, the intertemporal choice task was identical to that
described in section 2. For comparability, we bin the 100 blocks into 10 and then construct our patience
index based on the t1 = 8 weeks vs. t2 = 16 weeks allocations.
Figure A9 depicts the average (dots) of our patience index conditional on the three possible responses
in the DLSY question and 95 percent confidence intervals (whiskers). It shows that responses in the
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Notes: This figure presents a binned scatterplot displaying, for each category of the DLSY measure, the average of the patience
index based on the experiment together with the 95 percent confidence interval.
To further corroborate the evidence about the stable relationship between the two measures and
wealth inequality, we have reproduced Figure 3a and the corresponding survey-based version, Figure
6a, for the 2,096 respondents from the 2015 experimental sample where we have both patience based on
the experiment and based on the survey question that was used in the original 1973 DLSY. The result
is displayed in the figure below. The top panel is based on the survey question and the bottom panel
is based on the experimental measure. The two figures both show a very stable wealth rank ordering
across the three patience groups. The levels are generally similar across the two panels, even though the
impatient group according to the survey measure is perhaps ranked slightly higher than the impatient
group according to the experimental measure.
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Figure A10: Survey and experimental measures of patience and position in the wealth distribution 2001-
2015 in the experimental sample
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Notes: In a follow-up study including 2,096 respondents from the main experiment, we aked the survey question on preferred
income profile that was also used in the 1973 Danish Longitudinal Survey of Youth. Panel a shows the association between
time discounting elicited as in the DLSY and the position in the wealth distribution in the period 2001-2015. Three groups
are defined based on the answers to the question: If given the offer between the three following jobs, which one would you choose?
(i) A job with an average salary from the start. [“Low patience”] (ii) A job with low salary the first two years but high salary later.
[“Medium patience”] (iii) A job with very low salary the first four years but later very high salary. [“High patience”] Panel b shows
the association between experimentally elicited patience and the position in the wealth distribution in the period 2001-2015.
The sample is split into three patience groups according to the patience measure. Cut-offs for the patience groups are: Low
[0.0, 0.5]; Medium [0.5, 0.8]; High [0.8, 1.0]. In both panels, the position in the wealth distribution is computed as the within
cohort×time percentile rank in the sample.
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D.2 Measurement and selection
In the main analysis, our patience measure is based on the subset of choice tasks where the subjects were
asked to choose between payouts 8 and 16 weeks from the experiment date. As described in section
B.2, we also confronted subjects with trade-offs that involved payouts made as soon as possible after
the experiment, where the delay only pertained to the time required to administer the transfer to the
participant’s account. In Table A9, we construct patience measures based on all possible combinations
of the payment dates that we exposed subjects to ( “today”, “in 8 weeks” and “in 16 weeks”). Row
1 reproduces Table 2, column 1 (without controls) and column 3 (with controls). Rows 2-3 in Table
A9 present estimates based on regressions where the patience measure is based on alternative choice
situation horizons. The parameter estimates on patience are stable across these regressions. Row 4 omits
observations for individuals always postponing the payouts, and also here the parameter on patience is
significant and not statistically distinguishable from the baseline specification in row 1. In the final row
we use the rank of the structurally estimated discount rate, cf. Appendix B.3, as our patience measure.
Also in this case are the estimates practically identical to the estimates for the baseline specification, cf.
row 1.16
16Since the discount rate in this regression is estimated, the standard errors in the regression are potentially underestimated.
Ideally, standard errors should be bootstrapped. However, the computational burden of estimating the discount rates is already
immense. Bootstrapping with a reasonable number of replications is therefore not practically feasible.
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Table A9: Patience and wealth inequality. Other patience measures
Dep. var.: Wealth percentile rank (1) (2)
Patience measure: No controls With controls
1. Non-parametric, 8 vs. 16 weeks 11.37 8.45
(1.73) (1.75)
2. Non-parametric, 0 vs. 16 weeks 11.79 8.83
(1.88) (1.90)
3. Non-parametric, 0 vs. 8 weeks 11.80 8.88
(1.78) (1.81)
4. Non-parametric, 8 vs. 16 weeks, 6= 1 8.90 7.11
(2.25) (2.26)
5. Rank of estimated discount rate 10.52 7.85
(1.66) (1.67)
Notes: OLS regressions of within-cohort wealth percentile rank on patience measures and other covariates. The table shows es-
timated coefficients for various measures of patience. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The specification “With controls”
includes the same control variables as column 3 in Table 2. All regressions include constant terms (not reported). “Non-
parametric, 8 vs. 16 weeks” is the standard measure referred to as “Patience” in the other tables and figures. In row 4, “ 6= 1”
indicates that individuals who always postpone in the choice situations are omitted. The rank of estimated discount rates in
row 5 ranges from 0 to 1 to be comparable to the non-parametric measures of patience. In this row, a higher rank means a lower
estimated discount rate. The ranking of estimated discount rates is based on model 1 defined in Appendix B.3. The number
of observations is 3,620 in the “No controls” specefication and 3,552 in the “With controls” specification. However, in the row
“Non-parametric, 8 vs. 16 weeks, 6= 1”, the number of observations is 2,943 and 2,895, respectively.
Table A10 provides a number of additional robustness checks. For convenience, row 1 displays the
results from the baseline specification, cf. Table 2, column 1 (without controls) and column 3 (with
controls). Row 2 adjusts tax assessed values of housing by the average ratio of market prices to tax as-
sessed values among traded houses of the same property class and in the same location and price range.
This is done to account for the fact that the tax assessed values may be somewhat below market values
(Leth-Petersen 2010). The estimate of the patience parameter attenuates slightly but the parameter is pre-
cisely estimated and is within one standard deviations from the reference estimate in row 1. The wealth
data including housing and financial wealth are consistently third-party reported for an exceptionally
long period. However, they lack two components of wealth that are potentially important for assessing
wealth inequality, wealth kept in the car stock and wealth accumulated in pension accounts. Data doc-
umenting these two components has recently become available, but only from 2014 onwards. In row
3, we include the value of the car stock among assets and calculate the net wealth rank based on 2015
data. The patience parameter is close to the estimate in row 1. We further include wealth kept in pension
accounts in row 4. This addition slightly mutes the point estimate of the patience parameter. There are
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good reasons why adding pension wealth would attenuate the estimate. 90 percent of contributions to
pension accounts are made to illiquid employer organized pension accounts (Kreiner et al. 2017), and
the contributions are predominantly determined by collective labor market agreements. As Chetty et al.
(2014a) document, the majority responds passively to these savings mandates, i.e. they do not adjust
other types of savings in response to these savings mandates.
In the experiment we have collected information about patience for individuals and not all adult
household members. Wealth is, however, arguable accumulated jointly in the household. In row 5, we
have reproduced the baseline specification using housheold level wealth as the basis of the wealth rank.
The results are practically unaffected by this change.
An important subcomponent of wealth is liquid financial wealth, including deposits, stocks and
bonds. In row 6, we use liquid financial wealth as the basis for calculating the wealth rank. In this case
the results indicate an even stronger association between patience and the wealth rank.
The theory posits that wealth transfers from parents can be a confounder. In the baseline specifica-
tion, we control flexibly for parental wealth. However, we do not see actual transfers in the data. In
order to assess whether this is likely to confound the results, we re-estimate the baseline specification for
the subsample of individuals where both parents are alive. The most important transfer from parents
to children is likely to take place when parents die and pass on bequest. If both parents are alive such
transfers have not yet been materialized. The results in row 7 are practically identical to the baseline
specification.
Only a fraction of the subjects whom we invited to participate in the experiment accepted the invita-
tion, and this can potentially imply that our sample is selected and not representative of the population at
large. In row 8, we re-estimate the reference specification from row 1 using propensity score weighting,
where the propensity scores measure the propensity to participate in the experiment for all the subjects
who were invited. The propensity scores are estimated using variables created from information avail-
able in the administrative registries accessible for both participants and non-participants: year dummies
for educational attainment, decile dummies for income, observed income growth, parental wealth and
wealth at age 18 as well as age dummies, a gender dummy, a dummy for being single and a dummy
for having dependent children. The results are close to the estimate from the reference specification. In
row 9, we construct propensity scores measuring the propensity to be in the experiment compared to
the population at large. As with previous cases, we find no important deviations from the benchmark
model. The propensity score weighting approach is based on the assumption that the selection into the
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experiment can be adequately captured by the set of covariates on which the propensity score is esti-
mated. To the extent that this is a reasonable assumption, our results do not appear too specific to the
sample for which we elicit patience measures.
Table A10: Patience and wealth inequality. Robustness analyses
Dep. var.: Wealth percentile rank (1) (2)
Specification of Wealth: No controls With controls
1. Wealth, 2015 11.37 8.45
(1.73) (1.75)
2. Wealth, adjusted housing value 11.24 7.05
(1.72) (1.69)
3. Wealth, adjusted housing value + car value 11.05 6.79
(1.73) (1.68)
4. Wealth, adjusted housing value + car value + pension wealth 9.93 5.24
(1.74) (1.51)
5. Wealth, household level 11.03 8.25
(1.72) (1.75)
6. Financial assets 16.82 9.91
(1.70) (1.55)
7. Wealth, both parents alive 10.99 8.54
(2.18) (2.21)
8. Wealth, IPW: respondents vs. non-respondents 9.76 7.10
(1.76) (1.78)
9. Wealth, IPW: respondents vs. population 10.00 7.17
(1.86) (1.85)
Notes: OLS regressions of within-cohort wealth percentile rank on the patience measure and other covariates. The table shows
estimated coefficients for the patience measure. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The specification “With controls”
includes the same control variables as column 3 in Table 2. All regressions include constant terms (not reported). Row 1
reproduces the regressions in columns 1 and 3 from Table 2. Row 2 adjusts tax assessed values of housing by the average ratio
of market prices to tax assessed values among traded houses of the same property class and in the same location and price
range. Row 3 includes the value of the car stock. Row 4 includes both the value of the car stock and wealth held in pension
accounts. In row 5, the dependent variable is constructed on the baseline wealth measure (as in row 1), but the within-cohort
wealth percentile rank is computed at the household level instead of at the individual level. Row 6 considers only financial
assets, ie. stocks, bonds and deposits. Row 7 uses the baseline wealth measure, but the estimations are based on the subset
of observations where the respondents’ parents are both still alive. In row 8, the dependent variable is constructed on the
baseline wealth measure, but the equation is estimated using inverse probability weighting where probability weights are
based on respondents vs. non-respondents. Row 9 presents results for the baseline wealth measure estimated using inverse
probability weighting where the weights are based on respondents vs. population. The number of observations is 3,620 in
the “No controls” column and 3,552 in the “With controls” column. However, in row 7, the sample is restricted to individuals
with both parents alive, which reduces the number of observations to 2,367 and 2,335, respectively. Furthermore, in the “No
controls” column in rows 8 and 9, the number of observations is 3,573, as the inverse probability weighting requires that all
variables used to construct the weights are observable.
Table A11 presents a number of additional robustness checks. Again, row 1 displays the results from
the baseline specification, cf. Table 2, column 1 (without controls) and column 3 (with controls). In
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row 2, we allow for a categorization of educational attainment consisting of 59 categories representing
educational subject areas (e.g. “comparative literature studies”, “economics” and “physics”). In this way
we allow, for example, for the possibility that a degree in literature has a different return than a degree
in physics. This does not change the estimated parameter on patience.
In rows 3-5, we calculate the wealth rank and income deciles based on averages over 2013-2015, 2011-
2015 and 2009-2015, respectively. Across all these cases, the estimated patience parameter is essentially
identical. In row 6 we condition on being in the labor force every year in the period 2011-2015 and not
experiencing unemployment in the period 2011-2015, with wealth rank and income deciles based on
2015. Again, the patience parameter is very close to the baseline specification. In row 7 we condition
on having a stable relationship status (no spouse or same spouse) in the five-year period 2011-2015. The
wealth rank and income deciles are based on 2015. The patience parameter is now slightly lower than in
the other rows but is still precisely estimated and within one standard deviation from any of the patience
estimates in the other rows. Finally, we restrict the sample to respondents whose socioeconomic status
did not indicate poor health in the period 2008-2015, but this does not affect the estimated parameter in
any important way either.
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Table A11: Patience and wealth inequality. Robustness analyses
Dep. var.: Wealth percentile rank (1) (2)
Specification: No controls With controls
1. Wealth 2015, income 2015 11.37 8.45
(1.73) (1.75)
2. Wealth 2015, income 2015, 59 educational groups 11.37 8.33
(1.73) (1.77)
3. Wealth 2013-2015, income 2013-2015 11.16 8.60
(1.74) (1.76)
4. Wealth 2011-2015, income 2011-2015 11.32 8.61
(1.74) (1.76)
5. Wealth 2009-2015, income 2009-2015 11.51 9.04
(1.75) (1.76)
6. Wealth 2015, income 2015, in the labor force every year 2011-2015, 11.64 8.61
no unemployment 2011-2015 (2.32) (2.34)
7. Wealth 2015, income 2015, stable relationship status 2011-2015 9.73 7.17
(1.95) (1.97)
8. Wealth 2015, income 2015, good health 2008-2015 11.00 7.95
(1.94) (1.96)
Notes: OLS regressions of within-cohort wealth percentile rank on the patience measure and other covariates. The table shows
estimated coefficients for the patience measure. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The specification “With controls”
includes the same control variables as column 3 in Table 2. All regressions include constant terms (not reported). Row 1
reproduces the regressions in columns 1 and 3 from Table 2. Row 2 controls flexibly for education by including indicators
for 59 general educational groups instead of indicators for years of schooling. “Comparative literature studies”, “economics”
and “physics” are examples of general educational groups. Row 3 includes wealth rank (dependent variable) and income
deciles computed within cohorts based on averages over 2013-2015, row 4 is similar, but wealth rank and income deciles are
based on averages over 2011-2015 and in row 5, the two variables are based on averages over 2009-2015. Row 6 uses the
baseline specification, but the estimations are based on the subset of respondents who were in the labor force every year in
the period 2011-2015, and who were never unemployed in the period 2011-2015. Row 7 uses the baseline specification, but
restricts the sample to respondents who had a stable relationship status (i.e. no spouse or the same spouse) in the period 2011-
2015. Row 8 also uses the baseline specification, but restricts the sample to respondents whose socioeconomic status did not
indicate poor health in the period 2008-2015. The number of observations is 3,620 in the “No controls” column and 3,552 in the
“With controls” column. However, in row 6, that conditions on labor force participation and no unemployment, the number of
observations is 2,265 and 2,243, respectively. In row 7 that conditions on stable relationship status, the number of observations is
2,704 and 2,651, respectively. Furthermore, row 8 that conditions on good health has 3,030 and 2,987 observations, respectively.
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